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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 6
New Series No. 437

TH
E
LED
GER
&
TIM
ES
1
I
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 5, 1936

Students Organize for
H. E. HOLTON,63,
Greater Murray College DIES SUDDENLY;

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,1e19, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

21 An

a year in Calloway,
v••••'"Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
41.Rn a year elsewhere In ,
State of Kentucky. I
49 nil a year to any addrma I
"Irm••••••`"other than above.
1

Volume CIV;No.10

Calloway Count'' To
Have Farm Bureau MRS. 0. L. BOREN,
BELOVED YOUNG
A group of farmers started work

LTVA To Send Delegation to
Washington for Aurora Dart
MATRON CALLED

on a Farm Bureau and have a
temporary organization that will
cease to function on March 14 or
4 lb
when the permanent organization,
Was From One of Murray's is set up. The temporary date for Member of One of City's
the organization is set for March
Oldest and Most PromMost Prominent Families
14. The plan is to have a repre•
.
inent Families
Dies Sunday Noon
sentation
of
the
State Farm Bureau
Can one keep poultry for a
f.Farra.
-Daher alurrey--4101ste Vsstieger
-KES POISON ItY• i Pays." He will also aid in the MANY PAT TRIBUTE
tions will be discussed by. the
planned at the State park at
Teachers Attend
ACCIDENT
HOME
AT
AT
election of permarient officers.
SERVICES MONDAY
Columbus. Ky., and persons
Wednesday Declared "Rich- poultry specialist of the Kentucky
Association.
Everyone should hear this speaker
in a series
having relics whom they wish
mond Day" as New Pres- College of Agriculture
-CirflowstroViMiardeneral services for Henry E. and kthss./iWriss
•
--7.7.-t-T
'Wks Mary McElrath Boren, be- Dr. James
of 'meetings for
to gioes or InarA,tic this. crIllactinn
Fr. Richmond, presiident Attends Meet
olton. 63 years of age, were held plete West Kentucky County Or- loved wife of 011ie L. Boren, MurWest ikenettarr Countias
March 10-13. See County Agent's
are requested to write Marion
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from ganizations because Calloway eoun- ray agent for The N. C. dr - St. L. dent of Hurray State College adSend Representatives to
notes In this Issue for dates.
Rust, director, at Columbus."Ky.
dressed a meeting of the AmeriThe first Christian church. The ty is the last one.
Meeting Here
Railway, passed away Sunday noon can Association of
If a sufficient collection sof
Teachers Col- Rev. A. V. Havens was in charge
at the hospital following a several leges and
CONSTITUTION FQR
merit can be obtained, asuitsummarized a debate
of the services and burial was in
week!, illness of sclerosis of the before the
BIG PUSH TO CLIMAX
able building will be erected
AUTONOMY SOUGHT
Department of Superinthe Murray cemetery.
TWO YEARS EFFORT
to house it. Articles should not
tendence of the National EducaMr. Holton died at his home FriThe daughter Of Mr. Thomas tional Association in St. Louis reStudent organizers added "pep"
be sent to Mr. Rust but should
day morning about 10 o'clock folThe last big push climaxing
to Murray State College, during
McElrath..Mrs. Boren was born and cently.
be described to him in a letter.
He addressed a dinner
lowing the accidental taking of
more than two years of bitter
the chapel
reared here, making for herself a meeting of the American Associaperiod, Wednesday
Persons may also write Ben
some Golden-wax cleaner, a tentstruggle to secure Aurora Dam, tank
host of friends, through her bright tion of Teachers Colleges, Friday,
morning. March 4, while President
Hood. Calloway countian. who is
Estimate of Calloway's Share of ture polisher and cleaner.
Mr.
been launched.
personality, talent and lovable February 21.
James Richmond and Dr. J. W.
connected
with
the
State
Park
Fund from State Highway
Holton was said to have taken the
With TVA engineers virtually
Carr, dean of the college, looked on
characteristics. Who join the family
project there.
Dr. Richmond summarized a deDepartment.
solution
through
about
8:30
mistake.
agreed the best site is at Gilbertain mourning deeply her untimely
and added "Amen" to the proceedbate
on
the
subject:
"Resolved,
Dr.
Will
Mason
was called and he
vile and a preliminary engineerdeath. In later years, because of that the needs of
ings of the Meeting. As was the
American eduFRANKFORT, Ky., March 3— passed into unconsciousness in a Extension Announced Saturing report filed, the Lower Tencase last Monday mornings the
ill health, Mrs. Boren devoted 'the cation during the next
day Due to Late Books
quarter cenCalloway county will receive $16,- short time. The manufacturers of
nessee Valley Association Wedulster part of her interests to her tury will be better
meeting took up practically an enand Weather
served by the
894.74 annually which will be spent the cleaner were called for the
nesday set .the stage to dbtain an
tire morning, starting at 7:30 and
home and devoted husband.
adoption of complete federal supfor improvement of county roads formula and it was learned that he
appropriation
from
ear-marked
lasting until noon. The meeting
Heautiful services, attended by a port than by a continuation of
under supervision of the State had taken more than the fatal CALLOWAY TAXES
Congress for the vast barrier across
served as a further step in a plan
large crowd of sorrowing rela- state and local support" before the
Highway Department.
draught.
IN GOOD SHAPE tives and friends, were conducted Department of Superintendence of
the Tennessee river.
started some four years ago to orThis money will be spent in the
A delegation including represenThe deceased was from one of
ganize a student organization that
Monday afternoon from the First the N.E.A., February M. State Dr. Sam P. Martin Will Fill
tatives from all Western Kentucky,
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 29— Christian Church, of which Mrs. Superintendent
would help to develop a better un- county under provision of the re- Murray's oldest and most promiPulpit
Here
Morning
Sunday
H.
V.
Holloway
of
Northwest Tennessee and Southern
derstanding between students and cently enacted law which provides nent families. His father, the late Warnings that there would be no Boren was a member, by the pas- Delaware was on the affirmative
and Evening.
substantial aid in county road im- Henry E. Holton, was a teacher in further extension of time, Governor
Illinois counties will go into.
members of the college faculty.
tor, Rev. A. V. Havens, assisted by side and Dr. Job was on the
Washington Tuesday, March 17,
After - a full week of planning provement by the Highway Depart- the old Murray Institute years ago Chandler today extended the dead- the Rev. 0. A. Marrs. A choir negative.
Dr. Sam P. Martin. who was call- in
The body will be headed by Warand organizing the freshman class ment. This action was sponsored and was a prominent resident. line -for paying state team freer) composed of some of the city's best
pastorate
to
First
theof
ed
the
The other Instructors of Murray
ren Swann, of Murray, chairman
sponsored a pep meeting Tuesday by Governor Chandler in accord He came to Murray in 1882 from February 29 until March 31, in- voices and warm friends of the
State College who attended these Baptist Church some weeks ago. 'of the LTVA: Ben Diggs. of Paris,
evening. March 3. which was at- with his pledge to provide state Milton, Ky. While still a young clusive.
young woman sang a few selec- meetings
will
arrive
in
the
city
today
with
which were in session
vice president. and L. J. Hortin. Of
The penalties which would have tions and Ralph Churchill beautitended by practically eves y student assistance to the counties for road man Mr. Holton entered the insurMrs. Martin.
ance business residing at the Mur- applied to delinquencies after the fully tendered. "Does Jesus Carer February 22-27 were Prof. W. J.
in the college as well as the bas- improvement.
Dr. Martin has been pastor of Murray. secretary.
Caplinger,
Nellie
Miss
May
WyAll To Send Delegates
close of business today will go into The Rev. Havens read Tennyson's
ketball team. Coach Carlisle Cutch- 'The money is to be spent by the ray Hotel.
man, Miss Mary Coleman. Prof. J. the First Baptist Church, Winter
Most of the counties representat
in, and Dr. Mabel Gude, dean of highway department "in accordHe later married Miss Miriam effect April 1, the order read.
Park, Fla., for several years. He
"Crossing the Bar" as part of the B. Cox, Miss
Mattie
S.
Trousdale,
The Governor explained his ex- impressive service.
women. For four hours the stu- ance with previously agreed to Frazee and years later formed an
is a native Kentuckian and his pas- in the LTVA were present at toand Miss Ola Brock.
dents "carried on." singing songs and accepted plans prepared joint- insurance
partnership with
torates in his native state include: day's meeting and unanimously
his tension order was decided on beMany flowers attested The deep
Dr Carr planned to attend these Third Church, Owensboro, -and the went on record as agreeing to send
especially composed for the .cele- ly by the fiscal courts of the sever- brother-in-law, Karl C. Frazee. cause of "the lateness in deliv- sorrow of many friends and
the
meetings, but was prevented by of- First Church at both Covington members to the Washington conbration as well as the college Alma al counties and the highway com- With the organization of the Fra- ering some of the tax record Murray Rotary Club,
of which Mr. ficial business. He was given
an and Middlesboro. He was twice ference with Senators and RepreMater. The basketball players'who mission." It is further specified zee, Berry & Melugin Insurance books". to sheriffs and because "of Boren has been secretary since
it
invitation which entitled him to pastor of the First Baptist Church, sentatives to seek at least enough
left Wednesday shortly after din- the money "shall be expended by Co., Mr. Holton's' interest was pur- the unprecedented bad weather was organized, sat in a
body
at
the
special recognition, because he was Lebanon, Tenn., and of another one money to get the dam started.
ner for Jackson, Miss., where they or under the direction of the high- chased by them. He continued to which has closed the market to services.
one of the former presidents of the of the larger churches in East TenMr. Swann, who presided over
are to compete in the S.I.A.A. way commission and no part of sell both life arid property insur- many farmers for the marketing of
Mrs. Boren was the elder daugh- Department of Superintendence of
the meeting, declared that "If we
their tobacco and other produce,
tournament this week end and the money shall in any event be ance until his death.
nessee.
thereby ' causing undue financial ter of Mr, McElrath, Mrs. McEl- the N.E.A. Dr. Carr is one of the
Monday and Tuesday of next week, turned over to the fiscal court of
He is a very aggressive minister start the pressure and get to going
Surviving are his widow, a son,
rath having passed away' several small minority of the members
any county.
distress,"
were introduced.
and
has endeared himself to the now, you'll see the dam under conHenry E. Holton Jr., and a daughThe order pointed out that no ex- years ago. Besides her husband who have spent 50 years in the ser- communities that he has 'served. struction by summer. All obstacles
Effect of the law will be to give ter, Mrs. Gordon Johnston, Murray.
Richmond Attends Chapel
tension could be granted because and him she leaves a sister. Mrs. J. vice of education. He is one of He is very .eyangelistic in spirit but one have now been removed—
Shortly after the meeting came to considerable aid to the counties in He also leaves a brother, M. D.
of a statute requiring sheriffs as MeFayden Dick, and a brother. the oldest ex-presidents in the or- and self-sacrificing to a large de- that of securing the appropriation.
improving
roads
which
the
are
the
Holton, fitteray insurance agent.
an end, it was announced that Dr.
Roosevelt'. and
TVA
Fsresident
tax colelctors to make their settle- Thomas McElrath, both of Sauls- ganization.
gree.
fiscal
court.
the
responsibility
of
and two sisters. Mrs. T. P. Cook
James Richmond, president of the
ments with the state not-later than bury. Maryland,
He and Mrs. Martin will be lo- Chairman 'Morgan are in favor of
Dr. Carr stated that these two
,iollege, would arrive in Murray Road machinery and equipment of and Mrs. Carey Ward, Cleveland,
literment was in the city 'ceme- ediseitfbnal meetings are two of cated temporarily on West MØA such a program as has been launchAIM; I.
the, following morning, Wednesday, the highway commission will be Ohio.
The deadline on taxes previously tery
the most important held out of street in the home of Mrs. Ben ed by the TVA, so it is up to us to
March 4, and in response to a call used, as will its engineering faciliMr. Holton was prominent in all was December 31 but wak extended
-Scherffius. He.will fill the pul- get behind our Washington .reprethe state this year.
for students to help decorate the ties, to improve the roads which business activity in Murray for
to the last day in February by an
pit at the First Baptist Church sentatives now, and not lose any
euditorium practically the entire the fiscal courts regard as most years and served the town as mayact of the 1932 legislature,
Sunday morning and evening. A
personnel of the boys' dormitory needful of improvement. This aid or for two terms during the World
The meeting was marked by the
large crowd is anticipated.
is supplemental and in no way in--- and a few -of the girls of Wells
War period and after and it was
ekpression
of Calloway county
Sheriff Kingins announces that
Hall turned out to help decorate. terferes with the fiscal court's road during his mayorship that the City
members of the LTVA that they
payment of taxes by Calloway taxBy 3 a. m Wednesday morning the program as now,administered.
Light Plant was bought from the payers have been quite satisfactory
were satisfied with selection of
--auditorium was well decorated
Crawford heirs
and extensions and last Saturday hundreds paid
Gilbertsville Cs the site instead of
TRUMANN, Arks 'Feb. 27—,
with streamers. the Shield, and
made.
Aurora. as -had been previously
in several thousand dollars. Sher- Death Came to Former Resident at Funeral services for Raleigh H. Anposters and banners welcoming Dr.
Pallbearers were L. E. Owen, iff KIngins stated that with the excontemplated.'
derson, 67. who died Monday afterHome in Tales; Was Founder
Richmond to Murray and Utging
Nat Ryan Jr., R. P. Holland, Ver- tension of time giten by the gov.
All Shall Benefit
noon at the St. Bernard Hospital
of Brown's Grove.
the basketball team on to victory
non Hale, Tom McElrath and H. ernor, only a minimum of land
"We are not selfish." Mr. Swann
in Jonesboro from complications of
Was
al
Years of Age; Leaves Nadi- said.
in -the S.I.A.A. tourney.
B. Bailey.
"The benefits to Calloway
Funeral services for James Hen- diseases, were held from the family
should have to be sold fbr payment.
erou.s Relatives and Many
Came the morning ot Wednesday,
county will be the same whether
ry Brown. 76 years of age, were resident in Trumann Tuesday after' Friends.
March 4, later put aside as "Rich- Passes House
the dam goes at Aurora or some
held Friday morning at 11 o'clock noon with the Rev. Emmett Moore,
by 74-24: Chandler
mond Day," and -with the rising
Harold White Moved
other place. Placement of the dam
from the Williams' Chapel church. pastor of the First Christian
to Call Budget Session
One of the county's oldest and
of the sun, flags were, unfurled,
is incidental; Our big problem, as
Up by Power Company Elder J. B. Hardernan and C. E. Church of Jonesboro, officiating In- most beloved
for Monday.
citizens, James F.
and students gathered to welcome
I said, is to get the money before
Martin were in charge of the ser- terment was in .the Booneville
Houston, died Tuesday. February
Dr. Richmond.
Some 500 stuExpressing the opinion that poliCongress adjourns—maybe in 60
Harold White. for the past nine vices and burial was in the Young cemetery at Booneville, Miss., WedFRANKFORT, Ky., March 4—By
24,
at
the
home
of
his
grand
denets, several faculty members, the lopsided
days. If %%PI do ,not get action at
nesday afternoon.
vote of 74-24 the tics may "hamstring" construction years book-keeper in the local of- graveyard.
daughter. Mrs. Toy Falwell, 7 miles
and the band met the train and House of
Representatives today of the Paris-Hazel highway, lead- fice of the Kentucky-Tennessee
Mr Anderson was a prominent East of Murray, following a ten this session, the chances of the
Mr. Brown died at his home In
Dr. Richmond. ''Spiz",' the relic passed Governor
Chandler's gov- ing citizens of Paris planned to Light & Power Co. has been pro- Tulsa Tuesday where he had re- citizen of Trumann having resided days illness. Death was attributed dam being built are greatly diminFord touring car, owned by a ernmental..
reorganization bill and take the matter directly to Nash- moted to commercial service repre- sided for the past 10 years. He here for the past seven years. He to senility. Mr. Houston was 87 ished."
group of student from Owensboro completed its
Four telegrams were read the aswork of the present ville where they propose a show- sentative and has assumed his new was a native of the county and owned and operated the Poinsett years of age.
and pulled by several MS C. fresh- special
sembled members. The highlight
session of the General As- down with state highway officials duties.
founder of the Brown's Grove com- Hotel.
Funeral
services
were
held
at
men, was the President's chariot. sembly. The
of each follows:
Mr. White is succeeded as book- munity.
Senate immediately at an early date regarding the
Surviving him is his widow. Mrs. noon Wednesday from the Cherry
With basketball captain James gave the bill
From Rep. Gregory—"Send dele\s.•Ella Anderson of Trumann. one Corner Church
first reading and pre- matter on building a hard-surfaced keeper by Russell Coalter, who
Surviving
are
with
the
four
Rev.
daughters
J. gation to Washington within two
Phillips at the wheel, Dr. Rich- pared to
comes to Murray from Bowling
pass it Friday and permit highway north from Paris.
Anderson
son,
Joe
of
Flint,
H.
Mrs.
Mich.;
Sula
Thurman
in
Kinsey
charge
and
and
Mrs.
burial weeks."
Thera
- mond,Dr. Carr, and the entire bas- sine die adjournment
It is reported that a political Green.
of the session
Hale, Chicago, Mrs. Fred Scherffius, two daughters. Mrs. J. E. McCloud was in the Hicks Cemetery.
-ketball team as pasengers. the not later than
figure from East Tennessee was
From Sen. Barkley—"Wait until
Mr. White has made a hest of
Saturday.
of
Grand
Mich.,
Blanc,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Tulsa,
A.
Houston
and
was one of the all facts are in before you send
Mrs. Thomas Ragen.
"Spiz" 'dnd the student body, bearrecently in Henry county investi- friends since becoming connected
R.
Kalkaska.
Bennett
Meanwhile.
of
Ridgley,
Ds.
county's
Governor
Mich..
anti
friost
Tenn..
Chandler, gating the possibility
and a son,
prominent farmers your delegation."
ing flaming banners, started their
of building with the company here who wish
one brother, J. H. Anderson ot and leaves numerous relatives
march to the college auditorium.. who was a spectator as the House the road and is said to have paid him success in his new assignment. C. C. Brown, Mayfield.
Sen,,McKellar—"Action needed."
approved
Grand
Mich.
his
Rapids,
throughout
bill - without major a visit to the
the county and a large
Approximately 1200 students and
highway department
Sen. Logan—"Delegation will do
change,
number of friends. Surviving are
announced a switch in his at Nashville
Two Oldham county
tobacco
well-wishers of the college greeted
while enroute back
no good."
Wayne
county
poultry
farmers
plans
for the next special session
farmers are distributing 20 pounds
Meat canning has reached a two daughters. Mrs. Frosie Howlett
the group on their arrival at the
home, resulting in rumors that are marketing
Tom Waller, of the Paducah
more than 500 dozen of home-grown Kentucky No. 5 new high in Simpson county, where and Mrs. Lee McDougal, county.
scene of the "big camp meeting." by revealing that the special meet- the road would not be built. Truth
hatching
eggs
weekly
at 10 cents tobacco seed free among neigh- homemakers have been successful and a son Henry Houston, Hopkins- delegation, suggested a committee
After the band played and the ing to be convened next Monday of this erport could not be veri- a
dozen- premium.
ville; two sisters. Mrs. Rob Out- be formed at once to make the
bors.
with pressure cookers.
students sang. Dr. Richmond was would consider a budget bill for fied here this week.—Paris Paristhe
land,
next
two-year
county; and Mrs. C. M. Mc- Washington trip to lay demands
period
instead
to
Introduced
each
individual
ian.
of
Nutt,
revenue
measures
Buchanan; and five brothers, of this vast valley territory before
as
originally
player of the basketball team and
J.
T.
Houston,
planned.
William Houston, R. the necessary solons. "It might be
then made a speech to the effect
TO BUILD HIGHWAY.,
L.
Houston.
of
county; and Mat that a second—or even a third—
Budget
Needs
Prepared
that he was for student organizaPARIS, Term. Feb. 29—Reports
Houston.
Paris;
and
F. K. Houston, trip would be needed," he added.
tion and that he considered the
An estimate of budget needs is that the construction of the pro"but what would they amount to
Mayfield.
He
also
leaves
13 grandday one of the biggest in his life being prepared, the Governor said, posed
Paris-Hazel
highway
is
compared to the great benefits
children
and
several
great
grandand milestone in Murray history. by Prof. James W. Martin, acting being held up by politics were
that will come from this project."
children,
and
several
nieces
and
Dr. J. W. Carr, dean of the college, chairman of the State Tax Corn- blasted today when word was reLuther Draffen, Calvert City
nephews.
mission, and will be ready when ceived from the State Highway De(Continued on Page Six)
the Assembly meets at noon Mon- partment office in Nashville that
(Continued on Page Six)
There are only 32 more days.toget
get a ticket.
day. Under the Governor's plans, actual work would begin on the
free tickets on the bedroom suite to be
the special budget session will last road within three months.
Wallace Invites Ellis
Saturday afternoon, April 11, the
to Regional Conference about two weeks and will study the
given to -some Calloway County subsecond Saturday in the month, the stubs
budget needs but will not enact a Jackson Purchase Takes
will be thotoughly stirred and we will
Four members of the faculty of
scribe':
Leslie Ellis, Calloway county's budget law. Enactment of a budget
Agency for General Tires urday to The Ledger & Times on Satask
someone in the crowd to pick out a Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
afternoon,
April
law,
11.
the
The
suite,
a
Governor
explained, will
only Master Farmer, has been into go "over the top"
little boy or girl who will be blindfold- Tenn., will make an inspection of in Expecting
genuine $98.50 value—is on display at
The Jackson Purchase Oil Co.,
vited -by Henry A. Wallace, United be left until after the revenue sesits membership quota, Murray
Murray
High
School
and
the
Mursion.
ed
and
asked to draw a number.
Crass', Fil,.urth street, just across the
distributors in this county for Fire, tates Secretary_of Agriculture, to
ray College Training School next Post of The American Legion will
"In this way," the Governor de- stone Tires for the past several
tend a regipnal meeting in Mernstreet from the Ledger'4 Times office.
hold its regular meeting tonight ,at
Be sure to get the duplicate num- Thursday.
his•Thursday, Friday, and Satur- clared. "We will be certain to have years, has taken over the county
Mr. Crass said that scores were viewing
The group will arrive in Murray the court house. A. feature of the
'ber
which
was
issued
to
you
at
the
ofday of this week to advise with a balanced budget. The next ses- agency fo,r General Tires, effective
meeting will be a description of
the suit every day. We are glad to have
fice when you paid your subscription. next Wednesday evening and will the
representatives of the United States sion can study the budget needs thit week.
"wreck" undergone by the new
be
guests
of
subscribers
local
prospective
and
Vanderbilt
subscribers
The stub you have must be presented If alumni
Department of Agriculture on the and have 3 budget bill ready for
T.93. Baucum. general manager,
at a dinner at the National 40-and-8-ers in the post.
go
in
and
inspect
the
closely
suite
to
see
conservation
passage
called.
nuMbr
the
is
after
program
However,
and
revenue
it
is
soil
not
while
is
said-that
General
provided."
new
tires were
The post is only three short of
Hotel that evening. Members of
what a wonderful prize it is -and how
domestic allotment act.
necessary that you be present in person. the party are Irby Hudson,
its 1935 membership of 214 and
Whether next week's special ses- usually sold at higher prices than
Dean
received
well
it
the
by
Mr.
is
telegram
Elworth
average
but that his company
having.
A
sion would be an entirely separate
If sickness -or other unforseen cause pre- Fred -J. Lewis, head of the English only four shy of its 2936 quota of
lis from Mr. Wallis Sunday morn- meeting or would be held under a would sell Generals on a competivents you being present, you may send" departtnent. Dr. W. B. Jewell, 215. Its own membership goal is
At
the
office
we
are
writing
up
former
the
that
will be supplementary call to the present tive basis.
ing states
ticket by someone to represent you. chief of the geology department, 250 and it is cenfidently expected
your
scores
of
renewals
subscribers
and
new
appointment
as collabora- reorganization session had not been
given an
this will be reached.
We
this plan of giving away the and Dr. W. J. Campbell, head of that
think
practically
every
day. The Ledger &
tor and will be entitled to trans- finally determined by the Gover- Can the Farm Garden
Nine new members during the
•
the School of Religion,
suite
.will
avoid
any
possible
misunderportation and living expenses of nor, but it was expected a new call
, Feed the Family? Times now has, bY a considerable marLocal alumni ii'ho will assist in past week bring the total to 211.
standing.
gin, the largest list of bona-fide subt five dollars a day.
would be issued in order to prethe entertaining of the visitors are compared to 177 at this time last
Mr. Ellis was head of the tobac- vent consideratiOn of an further
scribers in the newspaper history of
This is the subject of the talk to
Don't forget, only 32 more days to Edd Filbeek, Dr. Will H. .Masigp, year. The new toles. are Ivan R.
co control act in this county, and reorganization proposals during the be given by the County Agent in a
Hubert' Jackson. John E.
Calloway
County.
yellow tickets—and yours may Dr. Rob M. Mason, 'Miss EvelTn putland.
the
get
has taken an active and effective budget session.
Hopper, George R. Williams, Henry
series of meetings for this county.
Linn.
Miss
Nadine
Overall,
Dr.
be worth exactly $98.50 to you.
Rain and cold, 'hot and dry—they
part in agricultural affairs in this
The Governor said his special See County Agent's Notes for
Wilbert Drennon, Clifton Thurman A. Elkins, Terry H. Smotherrnan,
county for many years. He is re- session call would be issued as soon dates.
Jesse N. Bell. Lamar Hendon and
are coming In. And remember, it you
arid Dr. Hugh Houston.
And
don't
forget
the
extra
ticket
garded as one at the County's feat as the current session adjourns sine
D. W. Wilkins.
$2
you
get
two
Pay
The
tickets.
simple
given
any
old
subscriber
in
the
county
tobacco producers.
die.
Refreshments will be served toIt pays.to read the classified ads. rule is that for et/eh dollar you pay you
who brings us a new one.
It pays to read the cluitif,led ads. nig,ht after the business session,
•

bEMONSTRATIONS

STAGED TWO DAYS

arm -People to
Have Opportunity
to Hear Succialist

FUNERAL SUNDAY

Richmond Speaks Civil War Relics for GROUP TO
At St. Louis Meet State Park

MEET

IN WASIONCTer

IN PEP RE VI V A L

ON MARCH 17111

$16 894.74 FUND

CHANDLER SETS

FOR COUNTY ROADS

MARCH 31ST

TAX DEADLINE

PASTOR OF FIRST -

BAPTIST ARRIVES

JAMES H. BROWN

Raleigh Anderson,
Dies in Arkansas
76, RITES FRIDAY
JAMES F.HOUSTON

REORGANIZATION

RITES WEDNESDAY

BILL IN SENATE

Paris-Hazel Road
Politically Held Up?

Only Thirty-two More Days to
_ Get Bed Room Suite Tickets

Vanderbilt Professors
Will Visit in Murray Murray Posit to Hold
Regular Meet Tonite

1.
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PAGE TWO
Illsa Joe T. Lovett, Zdftor

SCIENCE POINTS WAY TO PERFECT ROAST

Phone 3311, Plump*

OCi ETY
ass, five

this page should be submitted net later than Temodeo
aftersooa each week.

•

"Our Church Settlement": Mrs.
Burnett War terfield.
6
Prayer.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin and Mrs. Wells
• • •• •
....0118111/ will be hosts to the Mettle Belle Hays Missionary Society Woodmen Circle Elects
lionday evening. March 9. at -7:30. Officers
Mn. Overbey is also leader of the
The Woodmen Circle met for a
ogram which will be held at the
business meeting Tuesday evening
home of Mrs W. M. Caudill.
at the home of Mrs. H. T. Waldrop.
Plans for an. intensive drive next
--monfolgelligt
Matlie Belle ays Society
To Meet Monday ivening

Reading of
Bertha
time Mrs.
"The Drama" was the snbject fr Madisonville. who is state manager.
study at the Delta meeting rues- will visit the Murray Circle.
idligg. wiggling, which was held at
Miters were eleeted as follows:
Mrs. Roy Farmer's with Mrs. 0. K.
Guardian, Mrs, E. B. Houston.
,Dennott and Mrs. Jack Kennedy
Advisor,' "Ars. H. T. Waldrop.
assisting hosts.
Secretary and Treasurer, Mita
on
read
' Educational papers were
Bea Purdom.
Modern
of tne
".*The History
ChapPain. Mrs. Jack Heine.
sDrarna- by Mrs. Herschel Corn.
Attendant. Mrs. H. T. Waldrop.
Theathe
'• **Recent Tendencies'in
Assistant Attendant. Miss Katie
Bennett.
tre" by Mrs. 0. K.
Martin.
- "Modern Stage Devices" by Mrs.
Auditor. Mrs. Lots Waterfield.
A. D. Butterworth.
Inner Sentinel, Mrs. J. Robest' An ice course was served.
son.
Otter Sentinel, Mrs. H. B. Bailey.
M. E. Society Meets
Team Captain, Miss .Calista Butterworth.
Waters Missionary
The Alice
Junior Supervisor, Mrs. Carney
Society met Tuesday at the M. E. Hendon.
'Church for the March general 'hittsician, Miss Clara Waldrop.
'Meeting
• • • • •
The executive board met pre- Tri Deltas Are Asked
'ceding the meeting for quarterly
To Call Mho Overall
-*Ports to be given.
At the business meeting Mrs. E.
All members of the Tri Delta
IR Houston was elected delegate national social sorority. who live
to the M. E. Missionary Cbefefeece in this -si7cfion. are asfed to call
a. be held at Union City-the first Miss -Nadine Overall, district chair
week in Apra Mrs, J. D._Segton *mask to make plans for the state
Ai her alternate.
meeting to be in Lexington April
!given by Circle 4. Her telephone number is 40'2.
•• The program was
:$1o. 3 with Mrs. • Glen Ashcraft
3residing. The subject was 'Trail Mn. Paul Wickliff To Speak
:plazer" and .was itiollowed out in
At College Chapel
•most interesting . and inspiring
Mrs. Paul Wickliff of Greenville.
•Oumbers.
Ky.. state president of the Feder• Devotional. Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
speak at
• Story. "Meditation". Mrs.. Jen ate Wornans Clubs. will
the College chapel Friday the 6th
hilaney. •
• -Blazing the Way. In Education. at 9,30 a. m.
• s,• • •
liealth. and Recreation". Mrs. CI_
The Marclz business meeting of
B. Scott.
be held
I Vocal Solo,,-My Task". Mrs..--G. the Woman's Club will
Thursday the tweilth at the home
. Hicks.

.44

-
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"Spring is Here

:4
any uncertainty as to when the roast has reached
the proper degree of doneness. The steps in its use,
are simple, as shown by the pictures.

VHS, even Friend Husband can now turn out the
r perfect roast. The experienced cook has no advantage over the beginner.
All because today*roasting meat has become a
matter of mechanical precision. A better knowledge
of cookery acquired through thorough research, Plus.
the very latest In kitchen gadgets. has put this business of roasting on a scientific basis-and It's as
easy as failing off the proverbial log, say the experts.
In the upper left-hand corner of the illustration
above Is The meat thermometer which plays a big
part in this story of roasting, because It eliminates

1. Inserting thermometer In the center of the thickest portion of a lamb roast.
2. Placing roast, with thermometer inserted, in a
moderate oven (300°.350°F.)
3. Removing roast from oven when column has
reached point marked "Lamb" on metal plate.
4. The perfect roast-a delight to the appetite and
to the eye.

40.1141111•••••

1, irciwn
Thursday, March
bra II, Virginia Collie.
p. m.
2
school,
'General Science, Nannie Burkeein
COUNTY AGENT NOTES1 Thursday, March .12, Concord
General History, Roy Cunningschool, 7 p m
ham.
community Meetings March 10-13 Friday, March 13. B/fikley school
. American History, Wilson Gantt,
9400 a. m.
English Mechanics I, Relma Ross:
The county agent has succeeded
Friday, March 13, Smotherman
English
Mechanics II. Prentice in securing Stanley Caton, specialschool, 3 p. m.
V.
L.
Ill,
s
'
Mechanic
Hunt; English
ist from the Poultry Department of
Ross; English Mechanics IV, Hilda
the College of Agriculture, Urn4-11 Clubs
Colston.
to discuss
English Literature, Jerleoe Bo- versity of Kentucky,
week of each month
second
The
poultry problems and outline how
gard.
is regular meeting date for 4.11
Mr.
flock.
free
disease
a
have
to
American
Literature, Rubene
clubs but due to conflict of daitm
Catcui is familiar with farm poulRoberts.
be able to clubs will meet as follows:
will
and
conditions
try
Health, Robbie Williams.
Monday, March 9. Lynn Grove,
answer many questions pertaining
Civics, Ola Mae Kirk&
•
p. m.
2
cowsthe
of
industry
great
Current Events I. Hubert-Donel- to this
Tuesday, March • 10, Training
At the same meeting the .
son; Current Events H, Adon Wil- try.
-Making School. 9:30 a. m.
liams; Current Events III, Vernon county agent will discuss
Wednesday, March 18, Kirks*
FamBillington; Current Events IV, Hal the Home Garden Feed the
p. m.
2
schedcomplete
ily.' Below is the
Farris.
Thursday, March 19, Faxon. 2 p
All comMusic: Male quartet, Wilson ule for these meetings.
topics In•
Gantt, Joe Clark, Roy Cunning- mUnities listed have, these
Friday. March 20, Concord, 2 p
programs
ham,
mixed as one of their outlined
Hubert Donelson;
interested in m.
quartet, Jerelene Bogard, Rubene for the year. All
Saturday, March 21, Smother.
to atman. 2 p. m.
Donelson; girls' trio. Jerlene Bo- tend
Some clubs have not as yet
Tuesday, March 10, Lynn Grove
gard, Rubene Roberts and Pauline
elected officers but will do so at
.
m.
p.
2
school,
Houston; bass solo, Wilson Gantt. lj meeting. All enrollment cards
Tereefloye..44=4"g-Tar,„
should be sent to the county agent's
m.
p.
7
courthouse,
Begin Making arrangements to
once.
Wednesday, March...1.1,._Backus- Office at
attend the Neff. "Listen to' Leon,"
m.
a.
9:30
school.
to be given Saturday night, March burg
In McCracken county, where the
Wednesday, March II, !thirsty
28.
peach crop was injured by cold
We hope to schedule a debate school, 2 p. m.
the white and hardy yet.
Thursday, March 12, Hazel school, weather,
here with Murray High School for
lo* varieties have survived.
Thursday afternoon, March 8. Both 9:30 a. m.
teams will debate.

I

Honor Roll. 51b. 6th
Margaret Roberts, Ruby Dyer,
Ruth Myr1 Gordon, Nell Colson.
Pauline
Florence
Billangton,
Hunt, Ernestine Towery.
Athletics
The Gilbertsville Yellow Jackets
defeated the Faxon Cardinals Monday night, March' 2, by a close
score of 24-25. This was the last
game of the season for the Cardinals.
The lineups:
Faxon 124)
G'ville (25)
Pos.
Nall 7
Gant 7
Jones 8
Falwell 8
Culp 2
Barnett 7
Brien 6
Donelson
Dowdy 1
Garland
G.
Substitutes: Gilbertsville: Heath
Brien (2). Faxon' Thompson

of Mrs. It. E. Broil& with the and Miss Meadow Hula wero,elect- Minneapolis-Moline dealer.
Power is the idea of the picture,
Home Department host for the ed delegates to the spring conference at Princeton, Ky., March 17. and it starts right in with gigan-,
social hour.
The second grade. with Miss tfc shovels digging crude l ore out
The Training School Mother's Lucy Lee as teacher, and the of the world's largest open pit
, with Miss Meadow mines in northern Minnesota, less (2),
-. - Club will meet Friday the 8th in eighth grade.
Mrs. Huie sponsor, won the attendance than 200 miles, from the Minnethe seventh grade room.
apolis-Moline tractor factories.
Herbert Drennon will have charge banner for this meeting.
Mrs. V. E. Windsor, vice-chairThen you see the same crude
of the program.
man. presided in the absence of ore go through roaring' furnaces,
Owen. chairman.
and through a skilifiaLaprocess of
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr. was Mrs. L. E.
manipulation by men-ind almost
host to the Friday bridge club.
human machinery at modern plant,
_High score prize was won by Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr.. Bait to
where Twin City tractors are manMagazine Club,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.
ufactured.'
A salad plate was served.
Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr.. was host to
To give you something entirely
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes was a
Magazine Club at her home on different and enter••iining in a facthe
Visitor.
• ••••
Thursday .afternoon.
Also Jigger, Swagger and
tory and farm picture, an entirely
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, the new pres- new motion picture technique was
Sports Suits
Mrs.Penn Roberts will be at
home to the Garden Club this ident, opened the meeting with ap- used in producing: this story of
afternoon. Mrs. Paul Wickliff and propriate remarks and then called modern farming_ In the dramatic
lifts Joe Cantillon will be guests. on Mrs. Leland Owen, chairman of factory scenes 'giant cranes, molten,
v7,1
• • •••
Is the ,program committee, who in metal, roaring blast furnaces, end
Ovdo
Wells
machinery
Attorney
felts
Is
interesting modern
The newest in Hats,
turn presented
MIT., J. W. Carr will have
her dinner guests thisteening Mrs: erby- who was the speaker fcrr the the acting. Thio is accompanied by
or straws, and distinctive
written
dramatic music, especially
Paul_ Wickliff. Mrs.-Joe Cantillon. afternoon.
Mr. Overby's subject was "The for the picture -Power On Parade",
Mrs. J. E Warren. Mies. W. H.
Mason. and Mrs. W. J. -Caplinger. History of the Bible." He spoke The fast moving fantera.....renes.
• • • • • • -with clearness and understanding set to. rnodern--musiets has won the
Arts And Crafts
on the historical facts concerning praise of critics and expert' movie
Meet
the gleaning of the books and,the men wherever itit_shown.
• Ti'
The power idea is carried right
authenticity of the same. His talk
will
Club
Crafts
The- Arts and
organized, showed much on to the modern farin in "Power
well
was
at
twelfth,
meet Thursday. March
showing the latest
research, and was very interesting. On Parade",
the home of Mrs. B. B. Keys with
by. ideas on power farming. This is
sung
was
hymn
beautiful
A
Mrs. Keys as host,. The meeting
something every farmer should see
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Walter
'
will be ' held at 2:30 o'clock.
because it is not only instructive
Boone and Miss Lula Clayton
but shows farming and power opeBeale with Mrs. Roy Farmer at rations in other parts of the counRalph Shell Entertained
the piano.
try. You see most of the "Parade
Roll call was answered by a fav- -Of New. Modern M-M machinery",
Ralph Shell entertained a few of
the
of
orite verse. chapter or book
in action.
his friends on his ninth birthday
.®
5
Bible.
No, we don't use airplanes for
Monday., March 2, with a theatre
pleasant social hour followed farming now, but in "Power on
'A
•
party.
which an elaborate party Parade" we travel from one part
He received several gifts. After during
served.
of the country to another by airthe show, the guests were served plate was
Visitors were Mrs. Jim Dulaney. plane to see farming in your own
refreshments at Dale, Stubblefield
Mrs. Chas. Moore, Mrs. Tom Wil- as well as other sections. The
& Co.
The parry list included Mary Jo liams, Mrs. Penn Roberts. Mrs. flay newest Lockhead "Electra" air. liner
Penecost, Bobbie Jane Padgett. Farmer. Mn. J. D. Sexton, Mrs. is used, the same as yOu see op the
Betty Jo Lassiter, Isabelle Cain, Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Walter Boone big passenger lines.
Bobbie Robertson Billie -Baueorn.
Eddie Boy' Shroat. and Ralph Shell.
• • • • •
•
T. A. Meets
Wednesday
The play entitled, -The Heart of
Mrs. Franktirr-Inglis bront-to
A 'Shamrock." *as given Saturday
Nuts, bolts, screws, gears, .and
parents and teachers_ of the
night to a small audience We are
Murray P. T. A. vital and interest- some of the world's largest end now
planning for the scholastic
ing points on "Piny 4si Relation to most modern factory' machinery.
tournament to be held at Hazel
The Development of the Child," together with one of the largest
9. The following students
orchestras ever, as- March
symphony
Wednesday afternoon. March 4.
will enter:
The program opened with the sembled for this purpose . . play
Agriculture I. Paul Ragsdale:
Mur-ay- High boys' chorus, com- the leading parts in the new draAgriculture II, Voris Parker:" Agriposed of Howard Boone. Lawrence matic farm picture. "Power! On culture III. Rex Falwell: AgriculFriday
Ii-van, James Parade", showing here
Weaver. Eugene
MRS G. B
B. SCOTT
ture IV, Raymond Morris,
Thiiiiivond. Robert Ellis. Lynn Las- afternoon at 3 O'clock at the BeaClark
.
Joe
Arithmetic,
National Hotel
siter. Gene Dulaney. Bradley Far- man's Garage, Murray. Ky. • Free
'Geometry, Wayne Dyer,
ris, RObus Parker, George Robert to all farmers and families.
AlecElli,
Silvester
I.
Algebra
"Foyer Ori':.Farade" gives one
Wilson and Roy Starks. 'singing
Miss an entirely new idea on how dra'Song".
-Sidelberg
Stien
Juliet Holton is director of the malic and interstnig a modern factory can be, according to Beaman's
ehorus.
Mrs. L E. Owen. Mrs Joe Baker, Garage and Machinery Co., local

NEW SHIPMENT
Man-Tailored

Jack &iill- Shop

Plenty of Those $1
Slip-on Sweaters

IS READY

peatured

'Eine-clay
SATURDAY,
ONLY
Crepe Prints
6.95
$1
for

to show you a full stock of Costs, Suits, Dresses
and Hats.
We want you to see our line of "ELIZABETH
BEECHER" KNITS. We have thernitrom $5.75 to
•
$19.75. •
Its

"Mary Jane

"Fisk Hats"
;

Pastel Felts and
Straws

95c to S4.95

Coats and Suits,. Swagger or Jigger, man tailored tweeds, with top
coat to match'.

"SHIRLEY TEMPLE" DRESSES and
"SHIRLEY TEMPLE" FIATS for
the children.
They, will love them!

v
-

••••••••MIMIP,,

COST ME LESS
THAN ICE?

7

at the

ONLY
LIQUEFYING CLEANSING CREAM.
RUSSIAN CONTOUR MASQUE.
ALMOND OIL CLEANSING CREAM.
RICH T,ISSUE CREAM-LIGHT TISSUE CREAM.
Skin Tonics, Astringents, Acne Lotions, Face
Powders, Rouge, Lipstick, etc.
A COMPLETE LINE OF THE NEWEST IN COSMETICS-7WE WOULD BE GLAD
SHOW YOU
TELEPHONE 314

fro

F.

a

Announcement! ...

THE

NEW
ME
W/M
`METEa=
FRIGIDAIRE
ON •
ENOUGH
SAVES
MISER"
ICE AND FOOD BILLS TO PAY
FOR ITSELF,AND PAY YOU

•

A PROFIT,BESIDES!
,

Fifa/AIRE
•

Y
MUSIC COMPAN
iiJOHNSONTAIN
MURRAY, KY:
LOCATION

Brighten up the family car with washes, polishes and touch up. We have everything for the
home laundry and cleaning of the automobile.
Spring'Motoring days are here to stay---,•travel
can
about in a bus you can be proud of-6-6,p44'6u
-.
if it is bright and clean.

PADUCAH MOTORS
I r.t

Everything for Your Car... Parts
Accessories

AND SAVE
Pa4uca'n, Ky.

Sriviete Veieron --Pursteot Plan

f

'OLD POSTOFFIC1E

#

4

•

•;-;

1
••-,•••••••••••••••.,•••
.

•

,

i

Mrs

CORN-AUSTIN CO. CLOTHING
STORE
4M.••••••.••••,4•••14... -ME"•••••-4;0

I earnestly solicit

your patronage
•

MRS. CLINT WARD

DRESS'UP
(7)

•

Not all of vsan afford to get new
things to wear from
head to foot. But,
you can still he
dressed up! Clean
clothes will help
.
you,
Send your clothes to
SUPERIOR today!

MURRAY AUTO PARTS CO.

44

4
t.
(U

PHONE 44

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS'

VIM

•--

Saver

on the balcony at

se

;

Meng
41Pre.
Mn
gee.

• Phone

Seeing is Believing
Come to

•
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Sine,
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home
Hale
and I
Dr.
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MOTORING

USED CAR SALE

•

Yti
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Faxon Hi News

PRICE SLASHING

•

is t/
R. 1

LADIFS-READY TO WEARSHOP

SPRING

•
:.
-Fourth and Jefferson

wee
Jess.

I Wish to Announce to My Friends
That I Have Opened a

r

IABSOLUTELY

_

MYERS BEAUTY SHOP

7
W

"Power On Parade"
Modern Farm Picture
To Show Here 13th

REGAL DRESS
SHOPPE

ARE YOU SERIOUS?
IT WOULD ACTUALLY

BEREZA

the famous beauty preRusid!' parations of the Ruasian
an court now &oaths(
our
in Murray.

SUITS

-. Everything for
Spring

THE

GOOD NEWS FOR HER:- -

yo
rei
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If you have visitors of whom
your are not ashamod,
report them for this column.
Mrs Wells Purdom spent the
week end with her sister, Mrs.
Jessie Harris in Hopkinsville.
Miss Ludie Thornton of St. Louis
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. R.
It. Meloan and Mr. Meloan.
S. B. 0. Langston spent Mcnin Benton
with Mrs. Geo.
Smith.
Ovid Edwards, Kir)rry, is a Patient al....the Keys,-Houston Clinic
where iirr, is recetiving treatment.
Mrs. Genoa Gregory and Miss
Martha Gregory spent Sunday with
relatives and friends here.
ET
en
week end at home, returning to
Frankfort Monday for the reconvening of the Senate Tuesday.
Since the House reconvened Monday, Mr. Grogan, the representative, was unable to come home for
the week end.
Mr. and Mrs, J. B. Turnbow, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Turnbow and Pat
Turnbow, all of Mayfield, attended
the bedside Sunday of Mrs. S. S.
Turnbow who is quiet ill. Messrs.
Fred and Pat Turnbow are sons,
Mrs.
Jewell Phelps,
Murray
Route Three, is confined with illness at the home near sFaxon.
Mrs. Frank Sykes. North Fourth
street, underwent a surgical operation at the Mason Hospital Wed.
neksday, February 26.
- Dr. -L. D. Hale received injuries
- TTuesday when he fell while descending the basement steps at his
home on West Main street, Dr.
Hale received a fracture of the ribs,
and bruises
out the face.
Dr.?. E. Crawford. Dentist. First
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-J.
U
Mrs. Ralph Holcomb and children
of Dexter, Mo., are visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Waldrop
Mrs. Wells Purdom and son John
Neal spent the first of the week
In Hopkinsville with her sister,
-Mrs. Jesse Harris, and Mr. Harris.
Coleman Law, Camp Murray.
has been admitted to the KeysHouston Clinic for. treatment.
Miss Kathryn Bondurant. Hickman. spent the first of the week
with Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield -Jr.
Mrs. L. L. Hendricks and son ,of
Memphis are visiting her mother,
,Mrs. Linn Valentine this week.
visited her
Mrs. C. 0. Beach
daughter, Mrs. Bruce Maddox and
Mr. Maddox and
daughter at
Savannah, Tenn., Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. Bernard Hart, West Main.

a

was admitted to the Mason Hospital Saturday for an operation.
A marriage license was issued
Sunday to Phillip Henry Rogers,
Smithland and Oino Sutter, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe lrvan and son
Billie of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
N. Towery and son Jimmie of Paducah, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Will Sledd of Coldwater.
Bulk garden seeds of all kinds,
three times cheaper at J. T. Wallis
& Son.
P. C. Bucy, New Concord, is receiving treatment at the KeysHouston Clinic Hospital.
Hafford Overbey was a business
visitor- in Paducah Wednesday.

Miss Evelyn Wilson, city. was
admitted tp tlae Mason Hospital
Monday for a tonsillectomy.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeh Smith and
daughter Miss Charlotte Ann, Paducah, spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hastalin and
relatives near Concord. Both are
former residents of the county and
Mr. Smith is now with the postal
service in Paducah.
Hal Houston. who is serWing his
interneship at the Vanderbilt Hospital. Nashville, spent the week
end visiting his parents. Dr. and
Mrs. K B. Houston.
Will Hamrick was discharged
from the Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital Wednesday after receiving
treatment for a broken leg.
IVirs. Lloyd Allbritten remains
confined with illness. Mrs. Allbritten has been ill for several
weeks and has shown some improvement during the last two
weeks.
See W. P. Roberta for Shrubs,
Perennia
Gladioli etc r

turned Sunday night from Sarasota,
Florida, where they spent the past
month.
Miss Isabelle Bondurant of Hickman is the guest of Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield Jr,
Treman Fitts has gone to St.
Louis to buy goods for his store.
Mts. Flora Simpson underwent
an operation at the Mason Hospital
MOnday.
Mrs. Dave Padgett and Miss Dono Padgett. who spent the last two
months in Tampa, Fla., as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Linn, returned home Tuesday night.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston had
with them for the week end Dr.
Ha4Houston and Miss Adelaide Eubank of Nashville.
Among those attending the funeral and burial services for Mrs.
0. L. Boren here Monday were Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Beckett, Louisville (Mrs. Beckett was formerly
Miss Lena Pitt), Mr. Phillips of
Nashville; Mr. and 'Mrs. Hubert
Boren, Paris; Mr. and Mrs. 'Fred
Boren, Parsons, Tenn.; Mrs. Nina
McLaren, Paris; Prentice Barnes,
Benton; Mrs. Fred Rudy, Paducah,
and Mrs. Walker, Paducah.
Mrs. Willard Gordon, Murray,
who underwent an appendectomy
at the Keys Houston Clinic Hospital February 24 was discharged
Wednesday.
Mrs. Lyda McEuwen, Sturgis, is
visiting her brother, C. A. Bishop,
and Mrs. Bishop, West Olive street.
Mr. Bishop spent last week end in
Sturgis with relatives and Mrs.
McEuwen returned with him.
Mrs. Arthur Farmer and daughter, Miss Mary Nee, Mrs. Gatlin
Clopton, Mrs. Rupert Parks, Mrs.
H. E. Pentecost were visitors in
Mayfield and Paducah Wednesday.

•

ifreok..,og
New Spring
Merchandise

PAGE THREE
from im illness of pneumonia

Murray High School Band

H. 1). Thornton bought the Linn
building and will move in seine in
a week or so.
4 the postoffiee will soon be
moved to the Citizen's Bank
building and new modern fIxtures
will be put in.

Graves Land Owner
Praises Soil Work
Mr. Allen Herrin, Supt..
Murray, Kentucky.
Dear Mr. Herrin:
It is a great pleasure to me to be
able to commend-the work of the
SCS-ECW Camps ind to state that
it is in my opinion the most helpful and beneficial feature of the
agricultural program in effect.
I have been in close touch with
the camp which is located at Murray, Ky., and I know what their

territory has been extremely beneWillis Hickok' left Tuesday for
ficial to the agricultural intersts
Chico, California, where he will
and has wro-altht a benefit which
locate. Mr. Hickok - has been arr.-'Will be felt through the coming
orderly at the Mason Hospital for
generations.
several months.
It is very gratifying to me indeed
Dean Hickok. Princeton, spent
to be able to pay tribute to the
the week end with his parents in
CCC work as a unit and it is my
the city. Mr. Hickok is connected
hope that this will be permitted to
Top row, Left to Right: RoberrJanies Stubblefield. A. B. Waters, Jim Hart. William Jetton Finney, Max Mutter. Hugh McElrath. and
with the Caldwell County Times.
continue, thus serving a dual purReddie Workman underwent a Harold Gilbert.
pose, giving employment to the unsurgical operation at the William
employed youth of the nation and
Second Row, Left, to Right: Jimmie Bailey, Cafolyn Johnson, Bill Pogue, Joe Smith, Bobby Garrison. Castle Parker, Kenneth Jackson,
Mason Memorial Hospital Monday.
at the same time bringing untold
Eugene Boyd, Everett Ward Out- Hal Kingins, Henry Fulton, Billie Jones, George Robert Wilson, Caswell' Hays, Tom Moore Williams, and Garnett Jones, drum major.
benefit to the agricultural intereats
land, Pat Covington, Bill Swann
which will bring benefits throughFirst Row, Left to Right: Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Billy Utley, Solar Hale, Charlotte Owen, Jo Neale, Charles Mason Baker, Joe
and Lloyd Allbritten were among
out the coming years.
those
attending the
basketball Stephenson„ Jane Sexton, Ann McLean, Mayine.Ryan, Marjorie Shroat, and Rebecca Robertson.
Very truly yours,
tournament at Bowling Green last
C. C. Wyatt,
Beach; N. G. Wall and Miss Alice 1905 Crop.
week end.
Frank
Pool
and
Luther
Graham
Vice-President First National
Curd.
For painting and papering. Call
NOT SO LONG AGO
went to Nashville to see Ben
Bank, Mayfield, Kentucky
129-R. Solon Darnell, have moved
Dr. Graves is happy over the ar- Hur.
News and 'Truths begins publica- rival of
to 111 South 12th.
a new member to his
Allen Napier,/ an 'Allen county
tion.
Mrs. John Whitnell, Mrs. John
member, sold 1,401
Giadys Owen. little daughter of 4-H club
Ryan. Mrs. John Farmer and Mrs.
pounds of tobacco grown on leverEd Olken, is sick.
Rev. W. P. Prichard, Almo, was a
Herbert Dunn were in Memphis
Nat Barnett, 87, died at his home
tenths acre for $180, also winning
Sunday where they attended a cotMarriage license issued: W. C. visitor in Murray today.
near Pottertown.
Gatlin Clopton is convalescing $13 in premiums.
ton show and viewed merchandise. Miller and Bulah Dycus; W. S.
Miss Mary Jobe, Puryear, is the
Mrs. Boyd Wear and daughter,
Overbey and Myrtle Mohtindro; C. guest of Miss Dottie Curd this
Charlotte, and granddaughter, Mary
Hale;
I.
Jessie
A
and
week
Jacqueline Wear, spent the week T. Outland
end in Paducah visiting Mr. and Barber and Attie Langston; J. B.
Mrs. 0. F. Perdue and family.
Wilson and Lillie Swor.
W. M. Cunningham is spending
the week .visiting his grandparents,
Economy is the wattriv wont at
George Aycock has returned
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hs-Myers of near
Frankfort.
from a visit in Missouri.
Hazel.
Prince McDougal and family
Miss Bernice' *Adams spgrit SatWert Alderson, the new jailer,
have moved into an apartment in
starts in business with seven urday and Sunday with
Ethel
the residence ofg J. M. Cole on
Clopton.
prisoners.
West Main street.
Four CCC youths were' dischargSell Cochran was arrested in
Maurice Bucy has bought an ined from the Keys Houston Clinic
terest in the groeery store of K. Louisiana for the killing of Deputy
Hospital this week after receiving Robertson.
Sheriff Kelly and Young Story near
treatmentff Wilson Brewer, MayLinn Grove about 13 years ago.
field Camp and Lowell Walker,
Irvan Dunn closed his school at
Erman Durham and Hayes WilGaius Adams has been ill .for the
Oak Grove last .week and will
liams, Camp Murray.
likely enter school at Kirksey for past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hood and
the spring semester.
daughter, Columbus. Ky., spent the
Drs. Mason and Evans attended
week end here with Mr. Hood's
George Gatlin has returned to a medical meeting in Paris Friday.
brother, R. IL Hood, and family. school in Lebanon, Tenn.
Mr. Hood is connected with the
A. 13. Beale is visiting his daughis state park project at Columbus.
Miss Mary Curd has gone to ter at Elm Tree tilts week.
Mrs. Clint Ward, accompanied Taylorville. Miss., where she has a
by Mrs. H. E. Wall, spent Monday,
fine class in music.
Noah Gilbert' went to Trenton,
Tuesday and Wednesday in St.
Tenn., to attend the bedside of his
Louis purchasing new spring readyEura Wall, who is attending niece Mary Conner who has pneuto-wear and accessories for a new
school in .Nashville, visited his monia.
ladies shdiS which Mrs. Ward is
father Dr. Wall, East of Murray
opening on the balcony of Cornduring the Holidays.
Effie Thempson.- rural carrier,
Austin Co.
lost his horse and mail wagon last
Have moved to Ill South 12th
It isitaturally with a feeling of great priae. that we announce
Miss Ruth Rowlett, who has, been week by fire.
street. For painting and papering
to our friends and customers and the general'public that deposits and
attending school at Centerville,
call 189-R. Solon Darnell.
Tenn., will return after the holiMiss Maud Veale and brother
resources of the Bank of Murray are the highest in the entire histAry
Alvin Downs was admitted to
days.
Lube Veale have returned from a
"of the bank of almost half a centyty.
the William Mason Memorial Hosvisit with relatives in Mayfield.
pital Tuesday for surgery.
Clay Beale left Wednesday on a
Mrs. Paul Willis, Nashville, ar'It is with sincere appreciation that we thank you for the ttust
trip for his Evansville queensTom Morris and Dick Keys have
rived Wednesday night for a visit
and confidence you.halve shown in us that makes such tk statement
ware firm.
returned from Texas.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
possible.
P. Wear.
Messrs Taz - Miller, Terrel StubStanley Pullen, who is in school
Walter Cleaver, Mayfield. was a
blefield and Frank Boyd left Tues- at Franklin, Term, broke his colWhile deposits up to $5.000 are guaranteed by the Federal Debusiness visitor in Murray Tuesday.
day for San Antonio, Texas, where lar bone while playing basketHugh Lassiter. of the Scott- Lasposit Insurance Corporation we take the same care and precautions in
they- will enter a commercial col- ball this week.
•ri
siter Hardware Co., is in St. Louis
safeguarding your funds as if it were not insured at all.
lege.
this week attending the John Deere
R. Downs, J. D. Rowlett and Tom
Tractor School. He will return
Gus Nix, the deputy sheriff, has Banks are in Louisville and Frankhome Saturday.
moved to town and will occupy the fort this week.
Alton
McClure has
returned
Judge Wells residence.
home after spending four months
Mrs. G. H. Covington, wife of Dr.
in the U. S. Veterans Hospital in
Miss Lucile Gorgan has been Covington, died at Wadesboro last
Outsrood. Ky.
elected to a position at the Mur- week. She was 55 years of age.
Frank Ryan is suffering from an
ray High School to succeed Miss
irs:ection of the left eye and is un- Roena
Swann and Chambers to prize
Williams.
dergoing treatment.
for the Association.
—Miss ..Cono.a..,04aa Miller
Marrindk! Editor
went a tonsillectomy at the Mason Hazel, and Miss Mary' Scherffius,
Mrs. S. E. Wallace and G. W.
Hospital Wednesday.
Louisville; Thomps Thurman and Jackson married. Mr. and Mrs. Wasiel Butler, near Miss Mackie Hargrove,
FarmingRoss in Marshall county, are the ton; J. H. Tucker and Miss Maud
Association makes first sale of
parents of a son bOrn recently. The
infant was named Stanley Eugene.
St
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Hale, of
North Liberty, are the parents of
a son born at the home February
29.
Dr. L. D. Hale continues to attend his patients despite his recent injuries when he fell down
the basement steps at his home.
Dr. Hale received a broken rib and
a gash over the left eye that re- _a
quired eight stitches. The eye was
closed from the swelling.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Owen returned this morning from a trip_ to
Nashville and Louisville.
Attorney Joe Lancaster was in
Princeton on legal business Monday.

January, 1906
Murray Ledger

Februarir, 1906

DEPOSITS AND
RESOURCES

HIGHEST IN
HISTORY

OF THE BANK of MURRAY

Resources, January
Resources, January
Resources, January
Resources, March

$ 648,926.86
913,798.67
1,106,512.79
1,296,263.44

1, 1934
1, 1935
1, 1936
-1936 . .

Increase Since First OfYear::-:$189,750.65

You'll Always—,
Find The Best of The
Best At
RYAN'S
Get your Simplicity Patterns . Hundreds of them ... One for any type
garment

BEST!

Disc Harrows, Disc Cultivators, Peg
Harrows, 14-tooth Cultivators, Chattgp,-,
ooga Slat Mold Plows and repairs. Farmall Tractors, and Tractor equipment,

Large numbers of Russell county
farmers are using Kentucky No. 5
tobacco seed.

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY ammo CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY

Weber and Owensboro Wagons, Field
Fencing, Extra good line Collars, Trace
Chains, Hames. Everything in the Leather line.
:
Also a complete line of first class
Hardware.

—PHONE 107—

RYAN'S

SEXTON BROS. HARDWARE
COMPANY

H. CARTER
DIAGNOSTRICIAN

Since 1880—Satisfaction Guaranteed

$ 571,719.66
828,130.18
1,015,425.71
1,197,175.67

Deposits, January 1,1934
Deposits, January 1, 1935
Deposits, January 1, 1936
Deposits, March 1, 1936

INTER NATIONAL
IMPLEMENTS

Increase In Deposits Since
First Of Year

$1819749•96

'Bat* oMarca,
Officers

Member

W. S. Swann, President.
Tremor' Beale, Vice Pres.
George Hart. Cashier.
Rev. W. P. Prichard, V. Pres.
L. L Dunn, Asst. Cashier.
E. H. Ross, Teller.
Elbert Lassiter, Teller.
Sally Whitnell, Book-keeper.
Martha Kennedy, B.-keeper.
Velma Tyree, Book-keeper.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000

Directors
W. S. Swann. George Hart,
Mix B. Hurt, L N. Moody,
Frank Beaman, J. D. Sexton,
Trernon Beale, M. T. Morria,
L. L. Dunn, Dr. F. E. Crawford, L E. Wyatt, J. H.
Churchill, M. 0. Wrather, E.
J. Beale. Rev. W. P. Prichard.

• Ten Years Experience
'
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Murray's slaughter by Western last
hider night saud-A esealut _bask
froth Bowling Green as it was
from ht-Te to Kansas City

r

HENRY E. HOLTON

a

- To

MARCH 5, 1936.
AFTERN00N1/4
,
-

-Obituary

-.WM

11-11111 live of There at the love USU.
SO* =tr.
tow
Met
Murray.
Think of her still as the same. I Tenn. Alvin
my:
"Itin
Palmists
She is not dead--she is just Melon HospitalAthe- -pelt week:
away!
Miss Mary Harriet Vinson, Model,
. -By ones who loved her.
Teen; Mrs. Evan King, Murray,
Mrs. Vernon Brunger, 'Mayfield,
Nowlin Mahan. Murray. Miss Evelyn Wilson, Murray.

Our community was made sad On
Funeral sites tor Misery g,
Saturday weak* robevery lb.
years eill-eion On‘atbr
4 when Ohl
awl am into
L J 1=1,director t>1 pubeople
noose Friday sailrayare
a
501I 40 led JelIX
tor the
. Caine dtrwit SaturMom were MN ei.Ilse First Chris- oaly 0111 Ova OM,
tua.
543 manbizo Making as if his best
tian Church smoky dliploolt. the Om wall bed Mimi 14, 1915, age
friend had just passed away.
Revs A V Havens aId a A. M yaws Ieseaths ified1 day.
Marrs conducting the lamopm.
Ohs wes kind sad Swaim to her
The lizabethtown News say the
Mr. Holton was the illgt .0f the parents and had • sidle for whom
sweet young thing wonders what
Patients admitted to the Mason
kind of a crop is raised on a base- late Henry E Holten eget illarriet she met.
ball farm. The answer is cant, Dill.: Holton, both assishen of
She leaves a father sad mother. Hospital the past week;
prominent and outstandlingfillmilies Mr. and Mrs. Wile
Miss Ruth Montgomery, New
Ivory.
IlleCsdston;
of the state whom nem were two brothers. Trellis
and ZelleY Concord; Mrs. Frank Sykes, Murallied with the social, naingieus and Brooks;
a nephew, W. B., a niece. ray; Mrs. Vernon Snugger, MayThe old-fashioned man who was educational development
of this Marjorie Nell; two grandfathers, field; Mrs. Bernard Hart, Murray;
brought up to believe that cigar- section
Bill McCuiston of Paris and Billie W. F. White, Hazel; Mrs. A. W.
ettes were "coffin tacks" now has
Mr. Holton was engaged in the Stubblefield of New concord: a Sabres,, Model, Tenn.; William
a daughter who consumes about
insurance business both in Murray grandmother, Mrs. Billie Stubble- Vsumerson, Paducah; Mrs. Anna
two packs a day.
an* Hopkinsville for a number of field; a great grandmother, "Aunt May Copeland. Dresden, Tenn.;
years and was regarded as one of Mary" Stubblefield who is in her Starkey Futrelle, Golden Pond;
Owner of the Philadelphia Ath- the best insurance men
Miss Annie Rubene Hart, Puryear;
in the ninetieth year.
letics, who died last week. left a state. His steodeist
loyalty to his
She also leaves a host of other Mrs. Flora Simpson, Murray; Miss
fortune of a million dollars, most friends and other good
qualities relatives and friends to mourn her Evelyn Wilson. Murray: Mrs. J. D,
of which came from Tom Yawkey's endeared him to those
Parker, McKenzie, Tenn.; Reddie
who knew going.
-4ierved es-snsryet---et-Mnre - Her by wear tani to rein tn-she•35.mikemse-Sgte....y;
ray from 1914-1922 an gave the New Concord CemeMry,
Farley 'aye Roosevelt victor mar- town an efficient and capenle adgin in 1958 will be greateo than ministration. He was a menaber of I cannot my, and-tern nee MY 1932 but our Republican friends the First Christian
Cladiall of
That she is deed-ehs Is just
say .they are going to have some- Murray and a charter millibar of
away.
thing to do with the way those the Elks of Hopkinsville.
With a cheery smile and a wave
hatch
out.
eggs
Surviving
relatives
are: his
of the hand
widow. Mrs. Miriam Frazee HolShe hos wandered into an unFather Copghlin says he has no ton, one daughter, Mrs. Gordon
known land.
Intention of going to Washington. Johnston, one son, Henry E. Hola decision which most of his fel- ton III, one brother. Diltz Holton, And left us dreaming how very
low countrymen will endorse.
Murray; two sisters, Mrs. T. P.
• ••••• •
0 Cook. Hopkinsville, Mrs, Carrie It fair
needs must be since she lingers
American Tobacco Company Ward, Cleveland, Ohio; several
there,
made twenty-four million dollars nephews and nieces among whom And you, oh you, who the wildest
last year. a statement which will are Miss Juliet Holton, Mrs. E. J.
yearn
be enviously regarded .by many Beale, Murray: and. Mrs. Flavius
For the. old-time step and the
a tattered Calloway county tobac- Martin. Mayfield. .
glad return.
co grower who has a daily bill of
Burial was in the city cemetery.
fare of sorghum .molasses. sow belly
Think of her latrine- on, as dear
and corn-bread.

site:sour

Ifospital News

tC

CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
ra

till?

Joi‘A/-Y. Ir

Entered at the Pustoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
Subscription Rates -In First Coogresaional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn.. $1.00 a year Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2 OU.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
furnished upon application.

WE WANT THE DAM
WE WANT THE DAM
Lets be piain: we want the ,Loesse. Valley Dem.
For about 8 years, we've reed about plans fie huge power &fin
down here on the beautiful Teniesaie RLV.
The V. S. Army engineers located it and the government halfway promised a private firm it could build the dam; so we had visions
of the biggest dam in the world and two light bulps where only one
beamed before.
Along came Roosevelt and the TVA. Well. Uncle Sam said he
•-• reckoned a private firm couldn't build it. but the TVA wottld. We took
K. We want a government dam, anya long breath and said:
way." So the private .firm was out of luck.
But the TVA said it didn't know whether or. not there was any
rock in Kentucky, especially under the Tennessee fliver. However,
persuaded by 40.000 petitioners. the TVA discovered some ruck for a
dam_
Next. Dr. Morgan. TVA chief, said maybe they would dam up the
Ohio River and flood the Ohio. Cumberland. Wabash. and Tennessee
Valleys all at once. Dana? Say, that would be a dam! ,Somebody
should suggest that the Gulf of Mexico should be dammed and then the
whole United States would be daremed. Of course, there wouldn't be
- anybody alive-except en boats, but they cyuld do some swell fishing).
Now, here comes the funny part. The pr.vate power companies
decided the government couldn't build power dams._ *Remember the
government first said private firms couldn't. Turn about, you see.)
•
Sii they decided te ask the Si.prerne Court about it.
Believe if or not, the Supreme rickpart 'said Ltagle Sam had a right
to take care of his own property. 4 A revolutionary idea). So dims can be
built; water can be harnessed: and electricity can be sold. In other
words, the TVA has the right,and power to build the .Liewer Valley Dam.
Hence this is what we want: A Meeifie spprOpresiten at this
"
session of Congress directing Use Tli•A to start the Lower Valley Dans
this spring.
.
-College News.
• •
_

AUST JOTS
By Jos
.

...•
.▪•

•

If all the Germans in 1918 had
been as difficult to kill as -Haupt'- mann neither the Marines nor anyone else on the Allies' ode
have won-the World War.
,eelkee-reere.A.
••••
- Some fellers start to a parity appearing as if they had just stepped
out of e band4aose while others
' look as if they-had just stepped off
the water-wagon.
•
----

•

George Washington threw one
dollar across the Potomac disd
Walter Johnion two 01. them: but
the best dollar sailer who ever
"„ e lived in that neck of the woods is
• - Harry Hopkins.

We want to thank the kind
friends in Murray and neighbors
around our home during the sickness and death of our darling
Eva Grey. We also thank Dr
bfatton, Tag. Smith and nurses for
their untiring hands, they did all
in their power to save her. litut
Jesus said come. Also to those who
presented the beautiful floral offerings. Last do we thank the J.
H. Churehill Funeral Home for
_hind deeds, We asaimai.en

a

Owner of the Helm Hotel at
Bowling Green told two fans from
Murray, not connected with the
ball club, that the Thoroughbreds
were the nicest fellows Of any team
that stayed in that holstery. ',The
compliment was passed voluntarily.
The boys in Blue and Gold always
conduct themselves as gentlemen
he said, and never give any
trouble whatever. What nicer corn4pliment. not only for the members
of the team but also for the college that sponsors thern and the
city that nurtures it?
• • •

*

•

Look out for the' March lion!
•••••
"Machine-Gun Jack" McGurn's
brother has been slain by a gang.
Washington decided that General The moral is not only avoid the apHagood. ought have been a good pearance of evil but kinship with
fighter but no good as a political it
observer.
Between reports on the EthiIt is said that often knowledge opian war and Hothnan's decisions
goes from the instructor's note- about Hauptmann we are rather
book to the student's without - go- badly confused this morning:
yig through the mind of either,
Here's a glad hand of tirdielese
man with a son -or daughter the Reverend Havens and his
g-le thinks George Washing- fine family wise- come to Murray
ton and Walter Johnson were mere to serve our friends of the First
amateues when it comes to throw- Christian. Church. Reverend Ha','.
ens has made a splendid impression
ing dollars.
here on those who have met. and
Neither the bees nor the ants heard him and we are confident
that he will live up.. ha the highest
40-how week.
expectations.
••• ••
Murray welcomes
The favorite in hoss racing and' these cultured, congenial and intelbasketball rarely pays off at the ligent people.
wire
Several
purebred bulls
• • S. • •
were
One Murray fare who attended bought by Magoffin county farmers last month.

Don't -Be Fooled!
Winter Is Not Yet Over
Don't Run Out of Coal and Be Caught in
a Sudden Change in Weather
Prompt Delivery. . .Full Weight ...
High Heat Value For ServICE-Telephone 64
BLACK

business, but we handle it in
a WHITE way

This
Fact
Stands Out:
Murray Consumers
Has Never Been
"Out of _Coal" When
People Needed It Worst

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

By Earl Chambers
The seige of winter having lifted and roads having again become
passable work in the field has been
resumed on a full time basis. The
enthusiasm with which the crews
are returning to their tasks servew
to indicate that the period of monotonous idleness was by no means
enjoyed and that we are bent on
making um some of the lost time.
Company 1517 lost to Company
3560 on the latter's home court at
Reiciland Thursday evening_ This
is Murray's second loss in about
10 games, and unoffocial information has it that the Paducah team
in addition to losing one to Murray dropped one too by forfeit.
,•Spurred on by hopes of an early
spring personnel of the camp overhead have the ramp's beautification program
well under way.
Walks and drives are being repaired. trees are being set and
plans are being Made to raft's the
lawn to its spring time beautyeThe
third summer -of Camp Murray
promises to be its most attractive.

Calloway Circuit Court
E S. Diuguid. Jr., Administrator
Of E. S. Diuguid Sr.,
Plainttff
.
Vs. Suplementary Judgment
Lottie Diuguid, Widow. Katherine
'
Kirk, Mrs. W. E. Taylor
Husband. W. E. Taylor, nil.,
Virginia Diuguid, 19 Years 01 Age.
James Ed Diuguid, 17 years Of
Age, Bank of Murray. Elmus Trevathan E J. Beale. Mrs. Joe Lancaster, T. C. Carson, Freels Beaman
Mrs. Cul Phillips. William Diuguid. Miss Anna Gipson, Tom Taylor and Ruth Filbeck.
Defendants
. By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court, Tendered at the November term thereof. 1935, in the
above cause for the purpose of
settlement of estate, payment of
debt and costs herein expended. I
shall proceed to offer for sale at
the -come- house- deer in Muir
Kentucky. to the highest bidder at
public auction, on Monday, the
23rd day . of . March. 1936, at 1
o'clock or thereabout i same being
couotS, court day), upon a credit of
six months, the following described
property, being and lying in Calloway County, Kentucky, towit:
Twenty-one feet 4 and one-half
inches. it being the West side of
Fifteen
Henry county
sheep Ipt No. 441 in the town eff Murray.
:tamers had no trouble with acidosis 'Kentucky.. running back '105 feet
after changing rations of ewes.
to a reserve right-of-way off the
North end of said. lot, of. 15 feet
heretofore reserved. embraciao,the
same property conveyed lasV.., H.
Curd and wife to A. J. Barnett;-,reded in Deed Book 2. Page :485
in the office of the clerk of the
Calloway County Court, but the
said decendent derived the title to
said property by a deed from A. J.
Barnett on January 1, 1887, as
shown by record in Book Z. Page
118.
East half of lot No. 103 in the
town of
Murray, Kentucky as
shown by the plat of said town and
recorded in Deed Book H. Page
496, and that he derived title to
the above described properly from
S. C. Holcomb and- others on December 7, 1888.
Als'., 22 feet off of the South sick
of lot No. 41 in the city of Murray l
as-shown by plat, recorded in Deed
Book H. „rage 496 in tile office of,
the clerfc of the 'Calloway County l
Court and E. S. Diuguid received
title to the above described property by deed from Will S. Key,
and others recorded in Deed Book
37, Page 348 in the office 'of the .
clerk of the Calloway
County
Court.
Lot No. 71 in the town of Murray. Kentucky and which fronts
one hundred four (104) feet on
Sixth street and one hundred eigh- .
ty-five and one-half (185)a) feet
East and West and one hundred
four (104) feet- North and South a,
shown by the plat of the town of
Murray recorded in Deed Book it
page 496 in the office of. the Clerk .
of the Calloway County Court and ,
for source of title reference e
made to deed of D. E. Bourland t,,
E. S. Diuguid dated June 11. 1884..
and recorded in Deed Book X.
page 574 in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
Also eight (8) shares of stock ir ,
the Murray Consumers Coal A- l
Ice Company of the,par value of
2.10.00 and.. alsa _MO.-shares. cit" the
capital stock of the Bank of Murray of par value of $10 per share
For the•purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with I
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid. and, having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders
prepared
will be
to- comply
promptly with these terms.-George
S. Hart, Master Commissioner - !

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

1

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
r

-ated

M. L. WH1TNELL, Manager

-

pow our thanas deeply erwuri
-AV-. D. hisetisien. -Wite, and chli
dren

•
The Girl Scouts will have thei
second class ceremony leeeee
Several of them are planrung to m
badges.
The chanters' rehearsal will b
held Tuesday at the home of Mr
Angell.
At the last meeting a majorit
of the time was spent in passin
tests.
Frances Sledd, Scri

Not Everybody s
Calloway county sul
scribes to the Ledge
& Times but near!,
everybody reads it!

Renewal and New
Subscribers

•

1

t
1
1

TO

THE LEDGER & TIMES

DURING THE PAST WEEK1
NAMES • • •'NOT CLAIMS
READ THE-1261FAAOURSELF
1.
E. F. Russell, Detroit
2.
Bob Elkins, Hym.on
3.
Mrs. Mollie Hodges, city
4. ()burn Henry, Highland Park
:5.
Vera Bynum, Murray Rt. 2
6.
Lunie Clark, Hazel Rt. 3
7.
Late Latham, Kirksey Rt. 1
8: A. J. Osbron, Puryear
9.
Mrs. Bert Wilson, Hazel Rt. 1
10. F. W. Mills, Farmington 'Rt. 2
it. Rev. A. V. Havens, city
12. Henry A. Elkins, Rt. 5
13. A. E. Palmer, Murray Rt. 2
14. Carl Miller, Murra-rItt. 1
15. Elsie Windsor, Bowling Green
16. '0. S. Wall, Rt. 5
17. - Mrs: A. H. Kemp, Akron, 0.
18. E. C. Sherman, Murray Rt. 1
19. G. W. Morris, Hazel Rt. 3
2u. W. P. Dulaney, city
21. B. C. Wells, Murray Rt. 3 .
22. T. C. Arnett, Lynn Grail
23. J. G. Glasgow, city
24. J. M. Cole, city
25. John W. Wear, city
26. J. T. Key, Hazel Rt. 1
27. M. S. Jones, Murray Rt. 2
28. R.-B. Schroader, Dexter Rt. 1
29. Luther Guerin, Route,5 30. H. P. Wear, city
31. J. F. Boatwright, Almo_Rt: 1
32. C. L. Stubblefield, Rt. 6
33. H. E. Wall, city
34. F. M. Steele, Hazel Rt. 3
15. R. B. Ferguson, New Concord
36, E. F. Jones, Rt. 6
37. Gaylon White, Hazel Rt. 3
38. Charlie Orr, Hazel Rt. 1
39. Obie Waldrop, Rt. 4
40. L A. Linville, Rt. 5
41. 0. V. Tidwell, Rt. 6
42"'W.'-"D. Miller, Hazel
43. Hollin Jones, Hazel Rt. 1
44. Arthur Bourland, city.
45. Logan Harmon, Rt. 4
46. Oury Lassiter, New Concord
47. C. R. Waters, Rt. 7
48. R. A. Shell, city
49. Ebb Outland, Murray Rt. 3
50. C. M. Scruggs, Hutchinson,
Kansas
51. W. A. Owen, Rt. 5
52. B. L. Swann, Rt. 4
53. Z. P. Ezell, Murray Rt. 2
64. J. R. Hutchens, Lynn Grove
Rt. 1

Aaron Puckett, Dexter,
W. P. Roberts, city
Walter Trevathan, Rt. 5
Mrs. Eunice Roberts, Rt. 5
Will Sparkman, Rt, 6
R. Jonea,..Hazel Rt. 1
C. E. Mills, Rt. 6
J. A. Carlton, Murray Rt. 1
Joe Outland, Murray Rt. 3
Corey Baker, Lynn Grove
Route!
66. R. W. Key, city
67. G. L.. Morris, Rt. 4
68. Thos. F. Wilkerson, Hazel Rt.,
1
69. N. L. Sheridan, Farmington
Rt. 2
70. Gus Guerin, Murray Rt. 3
71. M. E. Walston, New Concord
72. Alvis Smith, Hymon
73. Preston W. Ordway, city.
74. W. A. Ray, Murray Rt. 1
75. 'G. V. Stone, Murray At. 2
76. C. W. Craig, Hazel Rt. 3
77. G. W. McClure, Murray Rt. 3
78. .1. H. Henley, Hazel Rt. 1
79. Stanley Futrell, city
80. Con Frazier, city
,41. L. C. Whitnell, cy
8. W. M, Spann, Rt. 6
83. Fred M. Gingles, city
84.. C. W. Curd, Hazel
85. Mrs. W. T. James, Hazel Park
Mtctt,.
86. Sam Givens, Hazel Rt. 2
87. Lurwin Swift, city,
88% T. E..SwifVKirksey Rt. 1
89. D. A. Wynn,' Bloomington,
Texas
90. Herman Hendricks, Paris, T.
1. J. R. Farris, city
92. B. W. McCaslin, city
93. R. C. Miller, Hazel Rt. 2
'94. Willie Wrather, Rt. 4
•
95. Porter Hutchens, Brandon
96. Carl Hendricks, c- ity • -97. F'. C. Holland, Almo Rt. 2'98. A. P. Cook, Model, Tenn.
99. J. M. Cunningham, Murray
Rt. 2
100. C. I. Tinsley, Lynn Grove
101. It. E. Kendall:Rt, 5
102. J. T. Duncan, Hazel Rt. 2
103. Chesley Adams, Murray Rt. 1
104. Lloyd It4taree., New Concord.
.55.
66.
57.
58.
59.
60.
,61.
62.
64.
65.
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Chess" Scruggs. They are euroute
to Atlanta, Ga., to a coca ?cola
convention
Dr. R. M Mason of Murray was
calleged to Hazel Saturday to use
'Kiss Minnie Wilson who is ill at
Noble Christian Woman, $1, Was her home in West Hazel on the
State Line road.
Member of Methodist
Miss Pearl Thompson of TobacChurch.
co section, spent Tuesday in Hazel
Mrs. Susan Smotherman, wife of gnat of Mrs. Oscar Turnbow.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Nickles of
the late Albert Smotherrnan, died
411 the Jamily home on the Ten- Enid, Okla., are here visiting his
mem gide here Thursday of last parents. Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Weak. rimeral services were held Nickels, southwest of Hazel.
Mrs. Hazel Jenkins, Mrs. W. B.
from be Hazel Methodist church
Friday with the Rev. W. A. Baker bitilstead, Mrs. Grace Wilcox, Miss
of Gleason, Tenn., in charge as- Brooksie, Wilcox, Mrs. Sallie St.
slated by the Rev, J. E. Underwood John. and Mrs. Dorothy Oliver
of Paducah and the Rev. K. G. were in" Murray Friday on business.
Dunn, local pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wilkinson
She was a loyal member of the
of Murray were Monday guests of
Hazel Methodist Church and a
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron.
noble Christian woman. She is
Mrs. Fred Moores was called to
survived by three daughters, Mrs.
Union Cita Tenn. Frida
f
B"bbie
on account" of the serious illness
Tenn.. Mrs. Nancy Cope, -liardin; of her brother.
Mrs. Tom Cooper, Hazel: two sone, ,,
letsw‘ Orleans
Herschel of Pine Bluff and latils, and
brother John Meador of Memton of Hazel. She is also survived phis,
Term., were here last week
by one brother, Tom Smotherman, end to
visit their mother, Mrs. F.
and one sister, Mrs. Sine Martin Meador.
both of Pottertown. Mrs. Verdain
Thomas Perry Turnbow attended
Cope Wilson of this place is a the B. Y.
P. U. in Louisville last
grand daughter.
Friday and Saturday. Young TurnInterment was in
the Hazel bow was representative sent from
cemetery. Pallbearers were Coil the. Hazel society. He reported
Overcast, Lester Wilson, William a wonderful time and a good
Cope, Newell Cope, Dee Cope, an
Clinton Myers.
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist Church will
Young Peoples Service
observe next Friday as prayer'day
in the interest of home missions.
There Will be special services for
The program will begin at 1:30.
young people at the Hazel MethoMrs. J. H. Broach, Mrs. Ted
dist Church - Sunday night at 7:00.
Broach, and visitor of Puryear,
This service will be undenominawere Hazel visitors Tuesday aftertonal in its nature-iind all young
noon.
people in the community are inMr. and Mrs. 0. IS. Turnbow,
vited to come and take part.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss Eva
Perry and 0. B. Turnbow Jr., were
Quilting. reeky
in Milan, Tenn., Sunday afternoon-.
Mrs. W. D. Kelly entertained
Mrs. John
Harding of Paris,
with a quilting party recently. Tenn., was in Hazel a few days
The afternoon was spent in quilting this week visiting her brother, 0.
and conversation. At 330 o'clock J. Morris, and Mrs. Morris.
a delicious plate lunch was served
Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. W. B. Milby Mrs. Dumas Clanton, assisted by stead, Mrs. W. H. Miller and Mrs.
Miss James.
0. B. Turnbow
attended the
Those present were Mrs. T. S. Women's Blood River Association
Herron, Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Mrs. meeting at the Firit Baptist Church
11llifead, - iiiicrut
rsaturdiy-Tile- StrefiXefi
-aefr.
Mrs. H. I. Neely. Mrs. Bettie James, were Miss Kathleen Mallary, southMrs. Roberta Brandon, Miss Libbie wide secretary for Ute Women's
James, Mrs. C. D. Clanton, Mrs. Missionary Union; Miss Mary Nelle
Audrey Simmons, and Mrs. Brady Lyne, secretary for Kentucky; and
Denham White
Mrs. Ling, a native of China, who
'
lives in Shanghai and is secretary
Mr. and Mrs. RalphaEdwards had oj the Women's Missionary work
as their guests for dinner last for all China.
Monday, Kr. and
W. F. White was carried to the
Mrs. W. B.
Scruggs, son Thomas Chealey, Col- Mason Hospital last Friday in a
lie Scruggs, Mrs. Carrie Denham of very serious condition.
Murray, C. M. Scruggs and son
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kelly were
and B. F. Brown of Hutchinson, week end guests ofMrs. Kelly's
Kan. Mr. C. M. Scruggs and son parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Washer
Lewis and B. F. Brown are visit- near' Murray. .1
ing ...Mr. Scruggs' father, "Uncle
Mrs, Thetis Rayborn and Mrs.
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Vergiee Acree Nolan of Memphis.
Than., returned to their home last
Sunday after spending a few days
in Hazel visiting their sister and
aunt who is confined to her bed
with illness.
Mr and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
Miss Ann were in 'Trezevant, Tenn.,
Sunday visiting relatives.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Cole a daughter, Elsie Lee. She
made her arrival on February 17.
She is a granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Myers.
Dr. A. F. Paschall, county judge
of -Henry county, Tenn., was in
Hazel Tuesday on business.
The Rev. A. M. Hawley filleol his
appointment at the Baptist church
up near Clarksville, Tenn., Saturd
maoynda
anyd
. Sunday returning home

Teachers Favor Change
In FDEA Meeting Date

the river Well Hardee's command
fought them in the - morning and
for, and 250
Cheatham's division was the reserve. We started toward the firAgainst
ing, still in line of battle. We
Incomplete returns from ballots were run through the woods in
concerning the meeting date of the double quirk time uritil about '11
First District Educational Associa- o'clock a. m. We mated at the first
tion revealed that the majority Yankees' camp a little while, our
faver a change from November to men whipping them back toward
the second week in October, ac- the river. Well, we were ordered
Patterson, forward, and passed through two or
cording
to Kenneth
Mayfield, secretary of the associa- I three encampments, our artilelry
along with us. We came up to an
Um.
old field add the first thing I
1381
to
sent
out
were
Cards
Mrs. Collie Lowry of Paris was
knew cannon-balls and bomb-shells
membership at
the
total
teachers,
in Hazel Sunday to visit her sister,
were falling all around us. The
the time of the meeting. To date, enemy were firing across the field
'
Mrs. Floyd Fudge.
been 'returned; 409
have
rds
688
The Rev. B. W
ore
bile
is regular monthly appointe
eards
_and lie
back about fifty t
1 Sisebaege; and 4 returned the dovea,,we'StaIrsiter dOuld play on
ment at the Seventh Day Adtierrne 0044
choice.
indicating
a
'Weight
card
tat Church here Saturday at 11.
them. Our battery
gan on them
Dr. J. W. Carr stated that the about that time. We were lying
Mrs. Natia Maddox of Murray,
who has been in Paris Hospital college would be pleased to enter- down just to the right of our battaking treatment for several weeks tain the FDEA at any date and he tery and the bombs and shells were
is in Hazel this week visiting her declined to mark his ballot. Pres- flying all around thick as hail. I
ident Richmond favored the change. was lying behind a large oak and
daughter, Mrs. Floyd Fudge.
Mrs. Eliza Childress is confined
Of the 13 county administrators, a ball struck it and went through
to her bed this week with illness. 5 favored a change, 4 were not in It like a dart. I lay there not
0. B. Turnbow and Elwood favor of the October date, 4 did frightened very much; of course
Blackburn and others were in not make a preference.
anybody would have felt a little
Hardin Tuesday night for a W. 0.
The ballots of 13 superintend- spotted, but I was not scared half
W. -meeting.
ents of independent districts indi- as bad as I had expected to be in
Mrs. Floyd Fudge spent a few cated that 6 wanted a change, 3 just such a place. You may guess
days last week in Murray guest of like the, present date, 1 did not whether I was scared bad for,. I
Dr. and Mrs. Smith.
have a preference, and 3 ballots liked to went to sleep while I was
Mrs. Ada Marshall left several were missing of ..nsigned.
lying there; I nodded a verse or
weeks ago for Akron, Ohio, where
,.
The number of members enroll- two.
she will spend the rest of the win- ed to date is 1441.
Well, Cheatham ordered us to
ter with her sons Fry Rose and
charge on to their battery, and the
Robert Marshall and families.
boys rose with a yell and started
Postmaster D. N. White and Mrs.
Sales by floors for Wednesday: in double quick on to them. Just
White were iri Murray Monday to Murray, 20,430 pounds for $1,277.97,
about the time we got fifty yards
visit Mr. White's father, W. F. an average of $8.27; Growers, 13,574
into the old field, the enemy fired
White, who is a patient hi the pounds for $799.08, an average of
into Os. They were in ambush to
Mason HeSpital.
$5.89; Association. 55,852 pounds for the left of us or our left wing. I
Mrs. Coil Overcast, who has been $3,640.69, an average of $6.36.
tell you I never did hear the like,
suffering with neuritis for some
Sales by floors Tuesday: Growers, the balls whizzed all about me.
time, is much unproved at this 11,890 pounds for $767.35, an averWe were ordered by the right
writing.
age of $6.49; Murray, 19,002 pounds flank and got into the woods
Miss Edna Lee, who is work- for $1,210.33, an average of *73;
where we were ordered to lie
ing in Paducah, spent the week Association. 51,465 pounds for $3,down; but we caused them to run
end In Hazel with her parents, 400.07, $43.61.
from their battery and leave it.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Lee.
Well, in going through that old
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Scruggs enfield there %las a _apt many of
.teetaisted-ii -nembele- of relatives
our Regiment wounded in making
and friends last Saturday. Those
that charge.
There were only
present were the Rev. and Mrs.
nine of our company. wounded;
Quincy Scruggs 'and family of
-they are, Crate' Nix, Bill Roberts,
Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Carrie DenAaron McDaniel, Morgan Martin,
ham and sons of Murray, Mrs.
Lish Hopkins, Aubin Rogers, and
Goldie Edwards and Mr. Chess
Prank Graves. None of these -are
Scruggs of Hazel.
dangerous if taken care of. Bill
The Rev. Hubert Clayton of
'By request we print the follow- Roberts got his leg broke but will
Tennessee was in Hazel a few days
may be of interest get well I think. Well, we lay
last week as guest of his parents, ing, hoping it
thee in ambush, and they would
readers;)
Mr. and Mrs. L. Clayton of North to some of our
fire- on us and we would return
Corinth, Miss.
Hazel.
the fire. We soon got a Regt. or
'62
The Sunbeam band of the Baptist April —,
Esteemed Uncle and two to help us drive them out of
church will meet this week' at the Our Highly
their ambuscade. One thing that
Aunt:
home of Mrs. Dick Miller on Instia deep degree of :in- made them fight so hard was that
with
It
is
tute street.
that I take the present op- we tied them mostly surrounded.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Altoa-ere•the,.,terest
of informing you that We got 'them Out of the hollow and
portunity
proud parents of a new baby bore
I am still one numbered among took them. We taken about 4.
at their home February 27. '
the living and I hope when this prisoners and old Prentice with
Mrs. Effie
Watson
and Mrs.
to hand it will find you their). Well, that ended that fight:
Humphreys Key of Murray were comes
enjoying the same good bless- them that was not taken prisoners,
Hazel business visitors last week. all
ing. Well, I reckon you heard rurr to their old gun boats. We
that I got to see the Helephant. I pursued them till they shelled us
will try to give you a small ...de- away with their old boats and if
tail of what I „know about the it had not been for tfieir boots, we
would have taken all of them prisfight at Capt. Rices.
Well, we got marching orders oners. Well, we came beck to
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Marph 4
-Hogs, 5,500; market strong to 10c on the fourth of April and we were their encampment and carrIped foe
higher, light lights steady to weak; at Bethel Station at that time. the eight, With a great victory. We
top , 10.60; 170 to 240 lbs.,: 10.350 We started in the evening and got- anything to eat we wanted in
10.85; no action on weightier kinds; marched five or six miles and their camps. Well, our army was
140 to 160 lets. 9.655r10.25; 100 to 130 camped without any tents and very scattered that night and that
about midnight a Storm come on night Buell come "Kith 40,000 relbs. 8.40/-1,9.50; sows 8.50:48.75.
.lext morning
Cattle 2,000; calves 1,500; market us and oh, how it rained and the inforcements and
strong on steers at- 6.508.00 on wind blew all night. Well, the they attacked us early. Well, our
most with strictly good yearlings next morning we started before day men were very much disorganized
at 9.00 top; mixed yearlings and and marched some twelve or fif- and it was near about a draw fight
heifers strong; vealers 25c lower, teen miles and camped for the on Monday. only we killed mere
top 9.25; mixed yearlings and night. All of Gen. Johnson's forces of them than they did of us. Well,
heifers 8.506.7.50; cows 4.751155.75; came that day and night and the our Regt. was cut up very badly.
day was a beautiful Sabbath A portion of the 3rd Ky. was put
cutters and low cutters 3.75514.25; nc
top sausage bulls 6.25; nominal morning and just abotitt sunrise with us and pieces of other Regrange steers 5.50q10.75; heifers the enemy's pickets attacked ours. iments put with us. We was called
5.25519.00; slaughter steers 5001e Well, our Regiment was soon in a Beauregard's Battalion; he gave
1.100 lbs. good and choice .7.5051 line of battle about two miles from us that name and he talked to us
10.50; common and medium 5.50 where the fighting' was going on some time. About 9 o'clock a. m.
choice 10.00e,10.75: common 8.00g and about two miles from there to we were brought before the enemy.
10.00; !helium 7.001r8.50.
Ballots Show

409

LETTER FROM
CONFEDERATE
SOLDIER 1862

Our men were falling back slow/Y, but when our boys got in, we
began firing and yelling all at- the
same time. They were lying down,
but we gut too hot fur them; tO44
got up arid cleated away from that
place
double quick. We run
them from their battery. I tell you
we made Blue Coats get away
Suky.
Well, we fought on till about 1
o'clock p. m. One time we were
charging through a thicket and
got on them before we knew it
was them in ambush. They fired
on us and we fired one volley and
fell out of the thicket. In that
charge Col. Wickliffe got wounded
slightly. He fell oft his horse but
got up and came out of the thicket. The ball struck him on the top
of his head. He will get well.
Maj. Welborn got wounded on
Sunday and did not live but three
or four days. The enemy were

soon get well. W. will all on be
together. Our HAW. will be put in
the Ky Brigade Our Regt. wants
to get in Ky. Brigade. Well, Uncle
Ben, I reckon you will get to see
the dead Yanks go down the river.
guess you will hear big tales
I
from
the Yanks. I suppose they
say we are half starved and half
clothed, and • that we look like
skeletons. They say when they kill
any of our men, one of our men
will take a dead man under each
arm and carry them back and they
say they believe we are half Indian for we out yell young devils.
The pirsoners asked us what made
us hollow so much, for that was
enough to scare them to death.
We taken a great many things
and taken about 104 pieces of Artillery and all of their Commissary Stores.
You can tell the
Yanks we are ready for another
fi ht that i if ther
to be done. I am not keen to get
ikL-tikerth'
'
3 -theet-ADuit...1112n, if they
will came put here to Corinth, I'll
nblo
etsemfaonryI okfnotw
hem
youww
illulnev
getertirsed
ee
another old gunboat- Well, I must

be in the last 'legit of April, and
that he would cite west day..gt 4
o'clock p. m. tie did dia,, at that
time and one of the big tights has
came off. I believe I will get to
believe in dreams. He said that
posies would be made then, but I
fear not. Well. I am out of Paper,
I guess I will stop. I want you
all to write me den. I remain
yours, R. C. K.
P. 8.—Please excuse my writing
and mistakes . for I had to write
on my knee.
Homemakers made $335 last
month by selling fruit, vegetables
and meats on the morgaruield curb
market.
Forty-five baby beeves are being
purchased in Montgomery county
for the 4-H club project.

In Taylor county. 2,000 tons (4
back. They were also shelling
limestone have been bought at •
us with their gunboats.
Vises
local quarry, to bi-cruished at WS
fought about all day Monday; we
ton.
would drive them back to their
boats. We that fought on Monday
morning fell back to our old camp of
reading so much nonsense and it
ground. We started for Corinth, is so
broken also, but if I could
Miss., that evening and marched see you I
could tell you a great
two or three miles and camped
many things that I cannot write.
without any tents or anything to
Well, I will tell you of an incieat. It rained all night and we had
dent that occured not long since
nothing to put over us. Next day
There was a man's Pensacola that
we marched to Corinth and wadwent to sleep and slept two days,
ed creeks and rivers knee-deep and and
when he woke up hs told
when we got to Corinth we were
them of a dream he dreamed and it
broken down.
was as follows: He dreamed that
Well, I have give you a short
there would not be but two more
history of-The'.igght; but ,if I
big. fights. That they would be
could see yem I could -tell you a
in April, and the last fight would
great many more..thiegs. I tell
you it was one of Ole bloodiest
battles every fought on this continent. Manassas was not nothing
to this. I know we killed three to
their one all tile time. We lost one
of our best men, Gen. Johnson. He
got shot In the leg Monday morning and died in a few minutes;
but thank God we killed Wallace
and taken Prentice and I suppose
old Buell got badly wounded. On
Sunday we fought about 90,000
Yanks with about 40,000, and Monday we taken some prisoners and
BUY A
they :maid
,
_the Gees'. could not get
a' one of them that fought on Sunday to fight Monday. We fought
fresh troops, all day on Monday. If
it had not been for the river we
would have killed and taken the
last one of them. Well to the corwith an
rectness of the number killed and
wounded I can rioftell you. I suppose they report our loss from 7.000
to 10,000 killed and wounded and
their loss trorn 15,000 to 20,000 killed, wounded, and missing, I do'not
Every car is re-conditioned and okehed with
know for you can hear anything
a check-up that meins savings to you.
in camp.
Well, Uncle Ben, we are campOr if you plan to re-condition the present car,
ed close to the 3rd Ky. I saw all
we
offer
you the most complete equipped garage
the boys that belong to Holt's
and trained inecIutnics.
company, or I did not see all of
them for some of thg9.1,44,_ki144c=
sieselleffffitry. There was several of
them got wounded-Frank Stroud,
Dick Beale, John Curd Andrew
Woodall. and several of the other
(Incorporated)
boys that were waunded. None of
PHONE 97
WEST MAIN
them badly wounded tho; all will

HAMS WANTED

Will pay highest
prices for Country
Hams.
J. T. WALLIS &
SON

USED CAR

0. K. THAT COUNTS
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Tobacco Salei
Average $6.65

see the erection of many new monuments in
Calloway County after a severe winter during
which it was impossible to work in many plots.

WE

KNOW IT for the Calendar
SAYS SO!

Snap into it, Men--get-into new outfits,
for the Ladies have in most cases done their
spring shopping. Why not you too get,a jump
on the season and step out these bright days
in a bright new outfit.

Are You Building, Repairing or Remodeling This Spring?

Saw*

Will

Park

Tobacco sales for the week averaged $6.65 which was several cents
under- last week and deliveries
were only slightly short of the
previous week. The week's sales
totaled 387,276 pounds for $25,772.11. The seasons' sales total 2,008,844 pounds for $137,040.18, an
average of $6.82.
Sales by floors for the week:
Murray, 86.647 pounds for $5,451.73,
an average of $6.29; Growers,.53.786 pounds for $3,290.77 .an average of $6.12; Association, 246,276
pounds for 217,029.61, an average
of $6.90.

THE MARCH WINDS WILL SOON DRY UP
THE COUNTRYSIDE.

1
gton,

We invite you to select now ... Days or weeks
before you know that the stone can be erected.
Our workmen will have more time to execute for
you the beautiful job that you want, an impressive
stone that besp saks the reverence in which you
held the beloved one.

, T.

.-

a

2' -

We offer you our record for producing stones
of lasting beauty ... stones from the Best Grades
of Marble and Granite.

irray

We welcome the
memorials with you.

2
It. 1
;ord.

mortunity

of

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient

discussing

BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO Paducah: II A. M., 11:15 A. M., sp.m
HopkinsvIlle: 7:45 A. M.; 5 P. M.
Deween Sprites: 7:46 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfleid: 4 A. M., II A. AL; SP.IL
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLSGE
CAMPUS
--Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

We wish to announce that VESTER ORR know
. connected with the sales force of the Murray Mei:
ble Works.

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE ORR,
Emit Depot

Manager

f1e414

Sliedule

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

Murray, Ky.

C. RAY LINES

TELEPHONE 121
'99•Ime,mmi

.
e9

Murray, Ky.

There Are New Styles
And Fashions

If so, you will want
to be sure that'your
new investment i s
covered. You should
increase your insurance protection every
time you increase
your investment by
additions to the
house itself for in
home furnishings.

in men's clothes this year—new shirt collars, a
different turn for that hat brim and new suit
backs. 'A 1936 styled young man looks a year
advanced alright,, and GRAHAM & JACKSON'S are right up on all these styles and
changes.
This week, we have brightened up our
store with Spring Suit displays and our window
is solicitous for any man.ouf taste to buy.

CURLEE CLOTHES are made better, look better and best of all
wear best.

, MARCH
WINDS

make FIRES DOUBLY HAZARDOUS and losses
are much more likely to be tots!, to if you are not
-FULLY covered see to it today.

The SHAEFFER TAILORING CO., offers the
most desirable patterns of the season for those

who want "made to measure" suits.
INSURE IN SURE INSURANCE

cutiu Graham &Jackson

R. H Falwell & Co.

Phone 456

—

9.

41I

•

•

•
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.ere
for,, the fall_ and spring _asetahid
of 111011-37. When the entire slirvey
is completed, the dreams of students who have planned and visThe wrestling events at the Mur9nei
(Continued from Page.
ioned student government for the
Pptornetrists of the Jackson Purray Athletic Arena will be held on
past four or five sear,. will be
10 a. m. Ihtroductory Sermon, L. chase Study Group of the Kenegenessed .his good wishes and be- realised.
Saturday nights beginning this
I). Wilson.
tucky Association of Optometrists
lle In the student organization
As a climax to a succesalul day
11 9. m. The Room With a Closed will hold their
March meeting
week, Manager Gale Stinson states.
and then introduced Mr Eubanks. the entire student hodh, faculty, Dorn Sam P Martin.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 27Other bills signed permit a blind The popular „events have been
Tuesday eVening. March 10, at 7:30
PW A construction engineer. and and the college band turned out to
authorproxy,
vote
by
cititen
to
'Lae p. m. The Way of Salvation. I o'clock in Murray under the direcGovernor Chnociier today signed
for
on Tuesday nights
held
his resident engineer instructor. give nut Thoroughbred basketball L. V. Henson.
delinquent tax collections by months.
tion of Dr Esther J. Wanaer. Pathe "Qnick Count" election bill ise
Bruner. who made Shillt.laPcsrteam the most rousing send-off
in
second
treasurers
city clerks and
2:30 p. m Evon?elism. Sam P. ducah, chairman
On Saturday night's card is Carl
pas.sed at she recent l'edular As- class cities, and extends the time
about the -new health buTICtibill^d ever • accorded an athletic team at Martin.
Some of the latest research work
one fo the best
sembly
net
,
ion,
providiag
for
home economics house and about Murray. The team was met by the
start
limit tor redeeming property sold Von Rittenberg,
7 p. m. TheaActor in Acts. W. C. in modern optometric technique
of tosllot Counting one hour liner for tuxes to five yeprr.
known wrattplers to appear here,
the school in general
band and students who amid arous- Skinner.
will be presented and discussed at
close of the polls on election day.
who will face Cowboy Billy Mcing cheers, pats on the back, and
Health Building Started
8 p. •m. The Work of the Holy the meeting.
Euwen in the main event. McThe Governor also approved
It was announced that the first words of encouragement. was car- Spirit,- R. F. Gregory.
Euwen, a new face for Murray
bills reducing the State tax on reFriday
spade of dirt would be turned ried to their cars and sent off to
fans is capable enough to face the
cording of chattel morigages, re10 a. m. The Baptist Training
Thursday morning as a starting bring back the "bacon" to Murpealing a law preventing memferocious German. Stinson states.
Union, W. C. Skinner,
point on the new health building, ra:c.
bers of the Assembly from hold11 a. m. The Bible Plan of iFiand this fact alone brought loud
In the second event Gayle Byrd
ing certain public offices, enabling
narice, R. F. Gregory.
and energetic cheers from memwill meet Freddie Knickles and
the State Park Commission to isbers of the,, student body. After
1:30 p. rn." Peter's Sermon to
both are well known having apsue revenue bonds for acquisition Junior President Appoints Group peared here several times. The
Cornealius. L tr. Henson.
the t,wo PWA engineers hacLiinof
park
lands.
requiring
Coroners
on
p.
m.
Mark's'
of
a
N
1:30
Arrangements; Queen to
fishee speaking, the meeting was
T.
events will start at 8:30 o'clock.
to take jurisdiction in all cases of
Be Elected.
Church. W. E !licks.
turned over to Russell McCracken,
,Continued from Pafie One
.1...havan yie-the raden, ,frge
Courts in counties having second
Edward Freeman, president of
ton. McCracken called for the merchant, immediately moved that As a Church Member, J W. NeiPoultry farmers in Elliott county
class, cties to make anoltonriations ,the iunipr..cliairs of Murray State are raising chicks for the early
nomination of a committee. corna commitfett'heircfeef -by-LPrir
for
care
the
of.dependent 'chfIctrert. laritere, announced today that
-posed- of two students from eartr finals and any other members who
broiler market,
8 p: tr. My Pe...n*1 Respotuibil,1 subjecting salaries of State em- date fo rthe annual Junior-Senior
of the four classes.., for the purpose would go be authorized to make ity in Evangelism and Missions, W.
ployes to provisions of the State Prom had been tentatively set 'for
of drawing up a student govern- the trip. The vote in favor of the E Hicks.
ii
garnishment act and making tech- May 10.
Merit conStitution, with the'advice motion was unanimous. It was
J. H.- Thurman. -Pastor
nical changes in the statute reof three faculty members to be agreed later that each county
At that time, a new prom queen
All the poignancy and humor of lating to heirs and devises.
(First Door North of Poittoffice)
ehoisen by Dr. Carr. The faculty would select its own members and Debt Adjustment Unit
will be crowned to succeed Miss
FOR RENT 1! rooms,,North 6th
adolescent love is recaptured in
25-lb. box nice Yellow
was ahted to retire from the audi- all would meet at the Washington
Midnight
1935
tonight
is
the
Paducah,
deadQuarles.
Ethel
and Olive. Hobert Graham. He
Assumes The Role
$2.65
Peaches
perfoirnance of Eric Linden and line on signing or- vetoing bills queen,
torium for this election.
Hotel in Washington the morning
of
Conciliator
The following officers were electSc
FOR SALE- Beckwith
player Cecilia Parker as the youthful lov- now before the Governor. MeaThe committee on arrangements Small Prunes. lb.
of March 17.
ed from the various classes:
sures -not -ted upon by midnight appointed by the president is corn- Our Mother's Cocoa. 1 lb.
Piano.
Good
condition.
Address
ers
9c
in
''Ah
Wilderness!"
MetroJames H Richmond. former Su"New life is being instilled into
8nsiors: Joe Horrell. Bardwell, and
become law automatically.
Ledger & Times.
ltp Goldwyn-Mayer's filmizatiori
2 pounds
16c
posed of Miss Minnie Lee Ligon,
of
Christine Brown, Fulton. Juniors: perintendent of Public Education the goverrunent's efforts to - help
The Governor 'to date has ve- chairman, Farmington; Miss SUe
Eugene O'Neill's "Comedy of RecEarly and Flat Dutch Cabbage
president
Kentucky!'
and
now
in
tragic
story
of
farm
foreend
the
Cecil Gentry, Reidlanct. and Sam
TO MY FRIENDS in Murray: I
toed only one bill, one of two Gunter, Union. City, Tenn.; Miss
Plants, Earliest Seed Peas
Boyd Neely. Hazel. Sophomores: of the Murray State College, saw closures," Mr, R. C. Hopkins,, field- am again salesman for Fuller ollection." Capitol today and Fri- similar insurance regulatory mea- Runaldo
Featherstone,
Clinton:
through
to
the
territory
vast
aid
man
for
the
Farm
Dept
Adjustment
lle
day.
2-11). box Crackers
Prank Jones, Mayfield: and Jim
Brushes for Murray and Paris,
n/per
passed
by
the
Kindred
Legislature
Barton
Fiser,
Benton;
Service of the Resettlement Admin- Tenn_ If at any time desiring my
24c
2-1b. Jar Peanut -Butter
Allison. Owensboro.
Freshmen: the darn.
with
the
intention
of
'giving
and
him
Winston,
Dukedom,
Tenn.;
"Naturally. I would like to have istration, said Thursday during,, his
Prank Trilling. Waupun, Wis.; and
services call 131-R. Noah Mc25c Snow King Baking Powder
his choice.
Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel.
Margaret Trevathan. Fenton. Rua. seen it at Aurora." he said. "but visit to Calloway county.
DanieL
M12c
and cup and saucer
your measures became law yesmake
any
.difference.
that
doesn't
Since 1933. groups of unselfish
sell Ifteracken. -.Springfield. Tenn..
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
4dc
terday when si ned. One is de10 lbs. Godchaux Sugar
greatly
whether
benefit
We-will'all
citizens. called Farm Debt Adjust- FOR RENT-3 unfurnished rooms
was elected chairman of the stusig
_
(A Health Poem)
8 lbs. blawy Beans
it be at Aurora or some other ment Committees, have been workRegular
services
9erfrWSIBM,
dent organization.
for light housekeeping. See
and put "teeth" in the driver's
un- ,Ortis Churchill. South
Later on in the semester, after point. The main thing now is to ing without pay in their own
8, as follows: Bible study at 9:30 5 lbs. fancy Sweet Pi="7,116The Melltifersiiiii to a little boy: license law by providing
that auSao
efftw constitution has been drawn get the dam started and see that ties all... WleZethe
"I'll leave you some germs on your tomobile operators'
Punctuality"- is no small vir- 24 lb*. Guaranteed Flour
licenses and a. m.
up, It is planned to elect officers we have enough money to keep it fort to bring debtoi and creditor FOR RENT-furnished rooms. -8.19
15c
Winesap Apples, gallon
toy
registration
certificates be sus- tue. Come early and stay through.
going. If you impress on Senators together in a friendly atmosphere West Main. C. M. Hood. Phone
And if I see you -out any more
Morning worship at 10:45. - Tijerne. Best value in Coffee-O. K. ...rile
,)ended
in
failure
to
satisfy
judgMcKellar and Barkley that you where they may see each others 218.
Ml2p I'll give you perms that will make
itc
ment in accident cases. The act "The Abiding Friend." The Train- Sweet Santos Coffee
want the darn, you are going to roblema hod work out a voluntary
you sore."
-, •
- _
provides that liability insurance ing Union meets at 8:25. Evening- Gallon can Cherries
- 55c
art
agreement benefiting both parties. PADUCAll AUCTION CO., 2nd5
may serye as proof of ability to worship at 7:30. Theme. "But a Rolled Oats for chickens, lb..,,4c
Mr. Draffen. speaking just before
Calloway and Washington. Paducah, will The mosquito bites you very hard
The committee for
a
satisfy damages. Habitually reck- Step."
the meeting closed, said he hoped county is composed of the follow- hold livestock auctions • every And
4 Post Toasties 25c; 2 for
14e
he sucks your blood till he less drivers are required either to
called
pastor,
Bro.
The
recently
the dam would continue to go un- ing: R. U.Falwell, E. C. Jones, J. Friday the balance of the seaWant to BUY C'oantry Meat
'gets tired.
carry liability insurance, furnish Sam P. Martin, will fill the pulpit
der the name of Aurora. whether it T. Cochran, Ed Filbeck,-Nevin Wall son. Bring us your cattle and Although
he's such a little fellow a surety bond or deposit funds to both morning and evening. He Call 24 or 25
was placed at that point or not. and Joe Lancaster. Any depressed hogs and any other livestock you He
can bite so_ hard as to, make show proof of financial respons- should be welcomed by a large at-That's the only name by which
wish to sell. We always get marfarla debtor oi any creditor who
you bellow. s
ibility.
tendanee.
tf
we've known-it," he said. "and-atesS dealret-Tieft)'-in"-reaching a satis- ket price or better.
No. 2 1-2 Hominy 3 cans 25c because it mfght be located at some
factory adjustment or mortgages FOR SALE-Red Top and Korean The mosquito has a very long snout
No. 2 Tomatoes 3 cans 25c other point is no reason the name
or other debts is invited to call on
If he goes after you he will chase
No. 2 Corn 3 cans
25c ought to' be changed. I say, let it any member of this committee, or hay at my home near College. J.
you about.
ltp
H. Farris.
always
be
Aurora"
P. and G. Soap, 6 bars 25c
they may obtain applications at the
And though he is so very small
His
suggestion
was
vigorously
Pure Coffee, no cereals,
office of R. H. Falwell- from Mrs. FOR SALE-Soy bean, Red top He can cause more trouble than
applauded.
Fleta Utley or write to R. C. Hop- and Jap Hay, Nevan Wall. Hazel,
a cannon ball.
pound
I1c
kins at Princeton, Ky.
Route 3 ,
• John Everett Williams,
-1419P
No. 1 Pealserry Coffee, 20c
1
This work is now being carried
Sixth Grade Macedonia School
CHURCH OP
'CHRIST
Pound
on by a unit of the Resettlement FOR SALE-Lespedeza. common,
Sugar
lbs.
10
50c4
Administration.
The FDA unit Korean and Kobe. See me for
Next Lord's day:prices. C. W.'Curd. Hazel, Ky. M5p
Puffed Wheat, pkg.
10c1
Methods of pruning apple and
Bible study 9:45.. This will -be works hand in hand with the Rural
peach trees were demonstrated to
1-lb. box Crackers .
12c followed by scripture reading. and rliehabilitatinn Division, of the ReAvondale Gallon
Brand can .N
. o. 2 cans
10c
Rawleigh Ohio
WANTED for
MEN
county farmers rd- 'several
2-1b. box Crackers .
talk by Vernon Smith at 10:50 a. settlement Aidministration. Local Routes of 800 families in North47c
meetings.
New Perfection
p..!141,1 class drill at 7 o'clock and district rehabilitation super- west Graves, Carlisle, Hickman
Stove Wicks
25c eondiseW by Carman Ortham. visors assist County Farm Debt Counties and. Marraj':1 Reliable
FINE GRANULATED
Pounds Bulk
Adjustment committees in work- hustler should start earning $25
Pure Pork Sausage, lb 20c Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
ing out satisfactory adjustments, weekly and increase rapidly.
at
7
o'clock.
Pink salmon, 2 cans
25c
.A cordial invitation extended to and FDA fieldmen from the reg- Write today.
Rawleigh, Dept.
Choice Hand Picked
POUNDS
We have a nice line of
ional office. in turn, ewe assistance KYC-181-S. Freeport, Ill.
alL
M243p
bulk Garden Seeds.
10
We had a nice increase in attend- both to the committees and to the
rehabilitation supervisors.
Our fresh meats are good, ance last Lord's day.
FOR SALE-I. - nice milch cows.
-Debt jeductions -ranging from See Max B Hurt, at Postoffice.
POUNDS
and prices are as cheap as
Elder L. H. Pogue will conduct
tic
services at Union Grove Sunday 20 to 60 per cent have been ef- Murray, Ky.
good meats can be sold.
fected for farmers in the counties
We have a lot of HORSE morning at 11 o'clock: at Coldwater
French lb.
JEWEL, 3 lbs.
at 2 o'clock' and Bible Study at of this district( which includes SPECIAL-For Sale, range stove,
19c
COLLARS that we
will
Calloway county) since early fall, cost $8.5. been used l& months,
Club' lb.
Pound .
Union Grove at 6:30 o'clock.
dose out at Bargain prices
when the Resettlement Administra- has 10-gallon copper reservoir..in
tion
tookover
the
activities
of
Will
sell
cheap.
perfect
condition
24
lbs. THRIFTY
Many Rockcastle county farmers
Beet
sent seed corn to the Kentucky Farm Debt Adjustment from' the See me Friday or Saturday. Lon
Penn
Credit
Administration."
R.
C.
McDaniel
Hotel..
ltp
Seay, care
Agricultural Experiment Station for
We Deliver
Hopkins, who is Farm Debt Super
Phone 83 testing,
2 POUNDS
visor for the work in this and sur- SENTINEL BATTERY SET RADIO
set
complete
tube
new
battery
5
rounding counties, said. "These
adjustments result in the payment with areial in price range of -four
POUND
Turner's
of thousands of dollars in delin- tube-$29.95 installed.
M19p
Garage.
Coldwater,
Ky.
quent taxes," besides the saving of
farm homes and a satisfactory setBEAT THE DEPRESSION-Cointlement between debtor and creditr•-•
Machine operating is .'the largest
or. This service is - free to' any
single business to beat the defarmer in the U. S. and they are
pression. A few new operators
urged to take advantage .6f the are now invited to enter this
offer.
thriving business. With moderFRESH VEGETABLES—Green Beans, Peas, Radishes,
ate investment and sound referGreen Onions, New Potatoes. Celery, Cauliflower, Spin- _ Terracing work is progressing in
ences you can secure cooperaach, Mustard. Green Peppers, Tomatoes,
Logan county, where new prii- tion, of
49-year-old
concern,
grams have been started.
largest in Its line. Business intake
Clay county 4-H club members
is all cash, small- overhead, no
appointed a corrunittee to select
credit losses. No previous expurebred seed corn for heir pro;
perience required. Write to Ledger
jects.
& Times. r
ltp
Edith Rosa, of Boyd county, has
kept 368 out of 400 Rhode Island WANTED TO: BUY-used 7 tractor
Red chicks living through the disc harrow. 2 row corn planter.
severe winter weather.
For Sale: corn. hay. Curtis- Copesize
land. Dexter. Ky.
ltp

Rushing Creek Bible'Study Group To
Institute, March
Meet Tuesday, 10th
12-3Thursday

Students Stage
College Rallies

Young Love

""ati.EITati third.).

'Chandler Puts- Name
On 'Quick Count' Act

1

4

i

MAY 10 TO BE DATE
FOR ANNUAL PROM

Not Everybody in •
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Appropriation for
Aurora Is Sought

CIOLSSIIIF-JI Lt
AlkNIERTISIAIQ

a

P

3

Swarsn's Grocery

The Mosquito

etrr-st.

WHITE WAY
MARKEr—

Saturday Specials

Swanns Grocery

Kroger Pig* Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

SPECIALS

SATURDAY March 7

10 lbs. Navy Beans 30c
2-lb. box Crackers
(salted)
17c
Sugar, 10 lbs. Godchaux pure cane 50c
Oleo (Silver Nut)
2 pounds for . . 25c
Toilet Tissue,
7 rolls for . . . 25c
Rolled Oats,
2-lb. box for . . 15c
3 cans Corn or
Tomatoes for . . 25c
3 large sticks Peppermint Candy . . . 10c
Before you buy see our
extra nice Cabbage
Plants and Garden
. Seeds

FAIN & BELL

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Groceries

Meats

EVERYTHING TO EAT

FLOUR, Dixie Limited - 48 Pounds in Cloth
24 Pounds in Cloth
FLOUR, Kitchen Queen - 24 Pounds Plain
24 Pounds Self Rising
12 Pounds

$1.50
75c
85c
90c
. 49c

(Free Sample with a 24-Pound Bag)
All Flour we sell you must please you or money will be
Refunded

COFFEE,That good Pingdinger, 2 lbs.. 25c
Our best blend Santos, 2 lbs.
35c

.SAVE TIME
and ENERGIES"
Call 375

FOR SALE-Red Top an Jap hay
at the R. H. Lassiter farm_
ltp

THURMOND'S
GRocply.

FOR SALE-5-tube Philco Radio. Next Door to Peoples Bank
'Liu)" Some Corn,, and Red Top Free Delivery
Phone 400
Hay. W. T. Eaker, 417 S. Eighth
•
Was. Whitnell
Street,
ltp Rd Thurmond

10

48c
29c
19c
15c 43c
69c
25c
15c

10

59e
PINEAPPLE, gal. can
Fancy PEAS and CARROTS,
Full No. 2 can
15c
49c
PEACHES, gal. can
APRICOTS-PEARS, C.Club
Salted Peanuts, 2 lbs. . 25c
No.2 1-2 can
19c
C. Club Pure Fruit
PRESERVES, 1 lb. jar 15c
Hershey's COCOA,1-lb c. 12c
SARDINES—
OXYDOL,small size . . . 9c
Oil, quarter size can . Sc
,
Med. size
21c
Mustard, 3-quarter size c. 8c
RINSO„ large
LIFEBUOY SOAP or LUX,
21c
25c
LUX
FLAKES, lg. size 23c
4 bars

2
LARD
2
EATMORE OLEO
2
PEANUT BUTTER
2
PORK SAUSAGE
2-0Z.
BREAD
BRAN
SHORTS
2
TANGERINES
SUNKIST ORANGES
HEAD LETTUCE
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE
BULK

POUNDS

Maxwell House, TWO 1-111. cans.
52c
FEED, Bran
$1.15
Mixed Feed
$1.25
..
Shorts
$1.35
Navy Beans, 7 pounds
25c
Meal, 10-pound peck
19c
Cocoa,2 pounds
16c
Oleo, 2 pounds
25c
Grape Juice, Richelieu, pt. 18c; quart . . . 33c
Peaches, Del Monte, No. 2 1-2 cans, 2 for 35c
Soda or Salt, 3 boxes
10c
Purex, quart bottle
15c
Boned Smoked Herring, 1 pound
25c
We have a full line of garden seeds.and plants, onion Sets.
.When the best of food.,are wantiod call for Richelieu
or Topmost brands.
Bring us your eggs and'cream. We pay best market
prices.

Telephone 37

The modern housewife
is taxed for time with al
the church and social organizations coupled with
her home duties.
Those who try to make
the most of their time and
energies shop .by phone
and many of them order
tfrom their list each day,
leaving the selecting, etc.,
to the Lee & Elliott grocers. They have learned
that they get carefully selected garden fresh vegetables and the best of
groceries—as good a s
they could select and
what's more they are delivered right to their kitOlen and promptly.

LEE & ELLIOTT'S

After all has been
said that
said

can

be

about

meats

... all the

house-

wife

wants

to

know is that it is

FIRST
QUALITY
and ,at no extra
cost

She has learned to look for these at the Murray
Meat Market

MURRAY MEAT MARKET
TELEPHONE 12
JUST OPENED—Swift's Cream Buying Station

25c
25c

POUNDS

BULK

(We Grind It Fresh)

We Deliver

R" PITTED CHERRIES
SUGAR
NAVY BEANS
CORN MEAL
25c
COFFEE C.
FLOUR LY°'`- 99c
DRY SALT MEAT
BOLO OR FRANKS

POUNDS

BULK

1

35c

Pounds

'Sc-,

LOAF

$1.39

DOZEN

220 Size

DOZEN-

LARGE 5-dozen size

POUND

25c

EACH

25c
25c
Sc
3`

10-Pound Net Bag
ONIONS
25c
Red, White or Yellow
ONION SETS
Pound 5c
SEED POTATOES
Cobblers and Triumphs
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THOROUGHBREDS
GIVEN BIG RALLY

HONOR ROLL

ISAAC W.COMPTON,
78, RITES TUESDAY

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

ity
rly

•e)
!.65
Sc
9e
16c

eV,

$1.50 a

. 52 00 a year to any address
". other than above.

Volume CIV ;1'46: 10

CALLOWAY TEAMS Western Eliminates Murray MRS. SUSAN DANIEL
DRAW IN TOURNEY 55-31 from K1AC Tourney 71, RITES SUNDAY

Correspondents and local silver.
The Importance of Legumes
who get their copy In by Aged Resident of Near Newberg
There are not many places that Tigers in Opener Against Sharpe
Quint, Off for General S.1. &1111.
Monday:—
legumes of some variety has not
Tourney at Jackson, Given
Shoots Self Sunday; Leaves
High, Marshall County,
R. H. Thurman
been grown, therefore our soil is
Encouragement.
Widow, 7 Children.
Thursday Night.
Murray Milk Products Co.
inoculated for all kinds of legumes,
Murray Meat Market
According to a telegram received
Funeral services for Isaac Wil- so why not grow legumes?
Four Calloway county
teams
Love's Studio
Legumes provide a fairly good have drawn foes from this county
son Compton, 78 years of agc, were
by Coach Carlisle Cutchin, baskethail 'run*rkR at_ jetIL r-rny_
feoPles Saxino,snk _
Bank of Murray
lege, the Thoroughbreds will meet
(tom the Lone Oak Baptist church. to the soil. Legumes areAlgh in opponents from Marshall county in pars in top form, the Murray ColMrs. Clint Ward
Elder J. R. Scott was in charge of protein, and they do not harm any the opening battles of the district lege Thoroughbreds, showing little
Howard College of Birmingham,
T. 0. Turner.
the services and burial, was in the kind of livestock without they tournament at Benton next Thurs- of the farm 'that has-kept them at
nifibt, March 6, at 8a30
Cilliteithe•ses
•.
start off by eating too much and day and Friday.
church cemetery.
p. m. in the S.I.A.A. tourney to
the top the Southern IntercolMurray Marble Works
Mr. Compton died suddenly at bloating.
be held in Jackson, Miss., March
The local teams which drew each legiate Athletic Association all
Eagle
All lespedezas have a distinct other are Training
his home near Newberg Sunday
6, 7, la and 10. Ten of the strongSchool' and season, were defeated 55-31 FebruBrooks Chapel
afternoon from a self inflicted gun field of usefulness because of Almo, to
est teams in the entire S.I.A.A. will
meet Thursday evening at ary 28 in the second round of t,he
Pleasant
South
Greve
play in the tournament; they are
shot wound. He had been in ill their ability to grow on acid soils. eight o'clock and Lynn
tournament at
Bowling
Grove and KIAC
Scatter-Brains
Korean lespedeza is considerable Hazel, which
health for sometime.
WofTorct Stetson, Howard, Missiswill clash Friday Green. The Thoroughbreds opensippi College, Murray State? LopisiMr. Compton was a prominent earlier than the common and is ap- afternoon at two o'clock.
ed the tournament with a 28-24
ana Normal, Western Kentucky,
farmer of that section arid was a parently best adapted to the cliMurray drew Sharpe high for victory over the University of
Centenary, Louisiana Tech, and
former mail carrier. He wain a mate of the states just north of the
Louisvilte Thursday afternoon.
member of the Primitive Baptist Cotton Belt, including the pied- the opening contest Thursday night
possibly the University of LouisAfter taking a 5-1 lead in the
at seven o'clock.
Faxon meets
mont
of
Carolina,
section
North
ville—the latter being the favorite
church
by
belief
and
leaves
many
Miss Ellen Atkins, formerly of
early minutes of play, with two
Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee, Calvert City Fridey morning at
to replace Transylvania, who with- Crossland. Ky., died last
friends.
week at
field goals and a free throw by
Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Kentucky, southern Indiana and nine. Kirksey engages Hardin Frif
drew from taurnament competition. the home of her half-brother,
Mr.
Capt. Jim Phillips, the MurrayElizabeth Compton, three sons, Illinois, Missouri, eastern Kansas, day morning at ten and Concord
Beaten badly by Western in the Tommy Atkins,
and Mrs. Atkins,
men gradually began to drop back.
Walter Compton, Tampa, Fla.; J. northern Arkansas. and northeast- tangles with Gilbertsville irriday
second round of the K.I.A.C. near Puryear.
She was about 85
After 11 minutes of play, the score
0. Compton, Butler, N. J., and ern Oklahoma. The most effective afternoon at three.
tourney, held last week in Bow- years
of age. The deceased was a
read—Murray 8, Western 11. At
Clive Compton, Dearborn, Mich., method of utilizing Korean lespc:. Quarter-finals set for Saturday
ling Green, the "Five Aces" are highly respected
Christian lady.
Alnening and the championship tilt the half, the 'Toppers were leading
and four daughters, Mrs. C. F. deza for pasture is to grow it
out to get revenge on the Hilltop- Funeral
and burial services were
28-15. Burdette, Murray forward,
pars in the S.I.A.A
Walker, Mrs. D. G. Walker, Mrs. rotation with a small grain. When that "eaelting.
meet. A held in McKenzie. "Tenn.
had been ejgsd from the game on
once
establis
special student
,,,apoettinn
Evans atiters. Dewey Wilking seeded
• personals, "lialar-a! rangy Wesleis
community
F
'
A
wa_
i
b
a
so
John
Chanej7T
Powell
county
inson, all of the county. He leaves in early sp g
presided over by stridirlYS,'"iiiia -takall-sown oafs.
tern forward, had scored 18 points.
ing almost three hours to complete. dened by the passing away of Mrs. one brother John Compton of Ar- wheat, barley, or rye, it will re- farmer, bought 1,000 apple seedSusan Smotherman of Hazel. Mrs. kansas ilnd
Shortly after the second half
was_held in the college auditorium
22 grand children and seed itself each year If the land lings to graft rsce apple trees,
got under way, Captain Phillips
is disked rather than plowed each using leading varieties as scions.
Monday morning, and this meeting Smotherman was a daughter of the 2 great grandchildren.
left the game on personals. and
fall in preparation for seeding the
is predicted to go far in reviving late "Billy" Smotherman who rearBowling Green had things pretty
the spirit in the Murray student ed a large family in this com- %whether one professed Christian grain. The small_grain may be
Thirty Boone county farmers at- much her own way the remainder
munity, of which • only one son,
body.
in 60 in Kentucky have a family grazed, cut for hay, or harvested tended the annual poultry school
of the game. In the last few minWith every member of the team Tom, and one daughter. Mrs. Sinai altar, according to investigations.) as a grain crop, and the lespedeza to
learn better methods in sanita- utes of play,
Garner, Western
in presentable condition after the Martin of near Pine Bluff, survive. Say, dear young people, why not will be ready to graze June 1 to 15. tion, production
and distribiftion. guard, '-'nuits. removed from the
Weather and road conditions
K.I.A.C. go, the Cutchirunen are
start your home with thanks at maintaining one or two animal
,
practicing strenuously in the hope having made improvement, a larger the table, too. Be as thoughtful of units per acre from that time until
of reaching their pinnacle by the crowd than usual attended church thanks to God as to our loved ones October 1 to 15, when the small
grain must again be seeded. Such
time they reach Western in the services here Sunday and a good here.
a field of Kerams-siespedeza is a
Jackson -go". Forgotten for the meeting .wak, reported.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
P.
Smothermari
Prayer meeting will be held at
moment is the stinging defeat
of near Harris Grove, visited their excellent insurance against shortage of feed in periods of drought
handed the Racehorses by the Hill- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cully mother, Mrs. - Minnie
Smotherman,
toppers, but there it the old spark Nesbitt next Saturday evening. and family
'such as that of 1930. Its producSaturday
night and also
reviving that makes the Thorough- Mrs. Toy Brandon will act as their sister,
tive season coincides perfectly ,with
Mrs. Grace Nesbitt,
breds want revenge in a big way, leader.
the natural summer dormancy
and
family.
On
account
muddy
roads,
of
some
and for the first times this year,
period of Kentucky bluegrass, and
Thanks to Toy Brandon and Coil even
the entire student body at Murray of the parents with their children
in normal seasons it may be
Phillips
for
went
wagon
dragging
in
a
while
the
others
west
part
to good advantage in supplementState is expected to turn out enof
Hazel
walked
Route
Prayer
to
3
to
Abe
service
at
where
it
joins
ing the permanent pastures. et
masse to give the team a big sendoff and help to restore -the failing the J. S. Smotherman home last the Murray-Crossland road, but a much wider use of this legume,
Ors
re o cepoin,clossi
broken
dam
evening.
Saturday
near
Scripture
the
creek
readlets a which may be grown on poor, acid
basketball prestige of the E,harwom.nn.l Teo%
stream
of
ing,
quotations.
water
questions
run
Bible
are
down the soils, is justified in the section
chase Warriors.
ingirls like that one
apeeial feature* of these union sea-- road a part of the time.
dicated. - Moderate applications of
nd lots of theml
You road Officials who have superphosphate
vices. Cleo Scarbrough conducted
are usually profit-•
*-•
Scriptuye quotations, ha Gray supervision of the
county road able on this crop.
ore pretty...ond...,•
Nesbitt led in Bible questions, and money, come and enjoy riding
Chiropractor
Kobe lespedeza is larger tha4
Nesbitt reed -a Portion or the over this road that the- postznaa common lespedeza in size
,Office at Home, dug West Mabel
of arm,
14th chapter of St. John and Mrs. has to travel over six days a week leaves, and seed. Its
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
seeding range
and others who are not working is not so far
Toy Phillips was song leader.
north as that of Korin Afternoon
Mrs. Hub Dunn, Cully Nesbitt for Uncle Sam.
ean. but to the south as far as
I P.M. to s P. M.
and the Rev. Mr. Smith, Paris, Mr.
southern Mississippi, it. is a more
and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt, and baby
satisfactory crop.
At McNeill,
of Detroit were week end visitors
Miss., it has yielded more than 3
with their brother and uncle, Tom
tons of hay per acre, and in small
Nesbitt and family. Mrs. 011ie
Due to Constipation
plot trials at Arlington Experiment
Nesbitt
who
with
her
sod
returned
Word
received
'here
by
Robert B. Farm, Rosalyn. Va.. more than 3
greoldraWo2fiy_outh's
Dot rid of constipation by Whine BlackDraught as soon as you notice that bowel after an extended visit, will be Parker, East of Murray. is to the tons
of "air-dry hay have been
activity has &lowed up or you t.n to foal mimed.
first temp to tion-sfricii;r46
effect that Mrs. J. B. Gardner is harvested. In North Carolina and
aluggish. Thousands prefer BiacS
f
screen
.. ma
Mrs,- Hughes P-aschall has re- seriously ill at the home at Bow- elsewhere it is used as
tic ta• safreehing relief it has a/0qm
a
pure
stand
Most . Mrs. gay Mullins. of We. ark..
Immo; idly husband and I both take ceived information of the death of ling Green. , Both Mr. and Mrs. in semi-permanent pastures in the
'Medford's Inack-Deaught and find it her uncle. John Paschall, of Ten- Gardner are well known in Mur- way already described for
Korean.
oplendif Rif Winatipation, biliousness, and nessee.
'
ray and in the county. Mr.'"Gard- As a, hay plant it is fully equ'al
th• diaissesable. aching, tired feeling that
Mr. and Mrs L. H.'Ellis of Padu- ner being county agent here a to Korean if not superior.
Woos tom this condition." With referFor use
ee-se to gartip of Black-Draught. winch cah. were Sunday guests of their few years ago. Mrs. Gardner has
in a grain lespedeza rotation, as
tbia. gierithar glees her chianti. she says:
cancer of the berast and has been used in North Carolina and de"They like the matt and it gam such parents,
good ronaltaMiss Alice Waters in a talk said fll since last July. No hope is held scribed above, it
may ripen late
one out of six Chinese Christians for her recovery word from Mr. and may need to
be used with a
had a family altar. (It is doubtful Gardner states.
spring-seed grain. It is also used
the same as Korean as a semiALINE MacMAHON
permanent pasture to be grazed
LINDEN •CECILIA PARKER
ERIC
every summer from May until
SPRING BYINGTOND
frost and allowed to volunteer.
After four or five years it is well
11.--"41-bY
to provide another field to be for
grazing and get the benefit of the
stored fertility on the lespedeza
field by putting this into a hoed
crop.
Alfalfa is fast assuming a prominent place among crops used for
permanent pasture. Where it is
well adapted and grass pastures
haye become enproductive, the
,
acreage of alfalfa being grazed is
,
•
rapidly increasing. It has, been
found that danger from bloating
can be minimized by proper precautionary measures, and the stand
of alfalfa can be maintained by
proper management.
In the northern and eastern sections of the United States red
clover has long been the most important legume grown because it
is an excellent forage crop 35 well
as being 'adapted to rotations for
soil improvement. The plant proba
ably was first grown in the same
region from which alfalfa 'came.
South of the Caspian Sea. .Its use
in Europe became general only
during the 18th century and the
first published mention- in America was in 1747. .,...
"
—Houston Hawley.

-qpn.
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Services Held at Murray Church;
game on personals, making the
Burial in Elm Grove
third basketeer to -go out via the
Cemetery.
foul route.
Tienty-seven
personals
were
Funeral services for Mrs. Ann
called by officials Moheny and Daniel, 71. years of age. were held
away

made good on 11 out of 15 gratis
throws_ while the Thoroughbreds
registered on 9 oat of 18 tosses.
Phillips and Carroll played great
games for the Thoroughbreds, and
the work of McKeel, Murray center, was also commendable. Phillips scored 9 points, Reed, Western forward, scored 22 points to
lead the Westerners in play. Captain Mutehler. forward, and Dudgeon,' substitute guard, also starred for the winners.
Murray (31)
Pos. Western (551
Gra'hain 6
Mutchler 8
F
Burdette 2
F
Reed 22
McKee! -6
e McCrocklin 4
Phillips 9
Garner 4
C
Carroll 1
Meacham 2
G
Substitutions: Murray—Kiefer 1;
Fowler 6; and Butler. Western—
Dudgeon 9; Laurence 4;' Jenkins,
and Batsel
•--sovarn

SALVE
COLDS

from the First Baptist chtirch. The
Rev. J. H. Thurman was in charge
of the services and burial- was in
the Elm-Onevz-'
Death came to the aged woman
at the home of her only child,
Mrs. Jake Mahan, ,,of aharth of
Murray. early Saturday _Inca-fling
following a two week, illeess of
paralysis.
Mrs. Daniel„„;was a
member of the First Baptioachurch
and was beloved by Manerous
friends.
Surviving besides her !daughter
are a sitter, Mrs. Amanaslarabson,
and a brother-George Robats, both
of Rutledge, Tenn., two- grandchildren and two great g)andchil•
dren.

YOUNG WOMANHOOD

for

Liquid Tablets
Salve—Nose
Drops

.

price

Sc, 10c, 25c

CAPITOL

TODAY and FRIDAY

and had
Pierre's,
appetite,
hrtra "

Hear what Mt Myrtle
L Helms it 421”glihnoss
Ave. AshLand,411,4
"Ids daughter. plasiggi
Shown) was samork sad
rundown I haisLia
her out of
couldn't get
als eat
anything and
was always complain!
headaches. She
le
tive weight too
After Vein Dr.
Favorite Prescription Aritad an
gained weight and enttrass ic
New aim, tabs. 50c., biped $1.011,

—4

SATURDAY ONLY

UTR E A AM NOW

HAN ANSWERS!
Weirdly,uncon-

of

nily, death
strikes

Dr. W.C. Oakley

times-and Chan
is helpless' 15

WIEDERNESS.

Mrs. J. B. Gardner
Is ,Seriously Ill

alAIRLIE
tilAilt
SECRET

N*C-El" ETR-70:WN

Wallace Beery

BLACK -DRAUGHT

A felf Odom wal.

WARNER OLAND

Lionel Barrymore

Rosin° Lawrence • Charles Quigley
Henrietta Crewman • Edward Trevor MOIR.
Astrid Allwyn • Herbert Mandla

tr-----

( Why Gulf is the Gas for March )

CLARENCE BROWN
SUNDAY and MONDAY

In Grayson county, the 4-H club
baby beef-project requires the ;Surchese of 54 calves.

MARCH MEANS WINDS to most folks.
But March brings higher temperatures,
too. Average temperatures are up 5 to
13 degrees over February'. If a gasoline
isn't made to suit the Lesson, you don't
get the best mileage.'Fry That Good
Gulf-it's refined to give you top mileage now. Because Gulf is "Kept in Step
with the Calendar," all ofit goes to work
... none ofit goes to waste!

SHOE
REPAIRING
Try the new method
VULCO-SOLING
No nails, no stitches

Dutch's Shoe Shop

/lc!

doomed at lost

EUGENE O'NEILL'S

C Irle
A

Of1C:'

twice -three

ii

For Bad Feeling

vt".111'
1Elennanes.
oGita
ir
vsear elsewhere le
tate of Kentucky.
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CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,889, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

S. Pleasant Grove

16e
24c

year

I00

•

Cutchinmen Defeat
Louisville Quint
28-24

nd
ip'he

or'

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon March 5, 1936

-011.

—AND----

TOM MIX IN 'THE MIRACLE RIDER"
BETTY BOOP CARTOON

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

•FOX ;scram Irak

CLAIRE'TREVOR
KENT TAYLOR

•

PAULINE FREDERICK,

PAUL KELLY • HELEN WOOD •THOMAS BECK
Ewen.* Peothwire Sol M. Weitzel

iiiimErg COLBERT
FRED MACNIURRAY

THE BRIDE
COMES HOME"
and
"THE MARCH OF TIME"

NEXT THURSDAY an'FRIDAY
"THE

LONE WOLF RETURNS"
with
MELVYN DOUGLAS, GAIL PATRICK
TALA BIRELL

•

S.

• •• vase*.

I.
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Vim Joe 71. Lovett, Editor

none US, Mem

dew for this page should be submitted not later tees Tursonor
atteguildin gush week.
Erviiis-itale Wahines'
Anneeeeed
A' wedding _ofslhuch interest to
-their -many -kends --was that- of
bliss Oben* Erwin and Lennis
Hale, which -took place Saturday.
February 29. in the Methodist par@otiose at Paris. Tenn . with the
'Rev. G C. Fain, an uncle of the
groom, officiating. using the ring
ceremony.
The attendants were

Mr. and Mrs. Davie Myres, Mr.
and Mrs. Claud. Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Moore, Mi.. and
Mrs. Roy Brandon. Mr and Mrs
Luther Gooch, Mr and Mrs Clone
Cunningham. Mr and Mrs Taylor
Gooch,
Miss Glenda June Cunningham,
Miss Hilda Faye and Leta Grey
Brandon, Miss Willie Mae Cunningham, Miss Fiera and Jane Parks,
Clifford Branston, W. U. Cunningham and Billy Gooch.

central appointment a silver bowl
of seasonal flowers flanked .by.
'white tapers in silver holders.
During the hours Miss lather
* Davies sing s&veral Madan; accompanied by Mies Yam Lou
Davis. and Ads Itarl 111110w
Purky gave a mama of piano
Mrs. George Lanapitaff presided
at the register and the following
names were listed: Miss Ruth Sexton, Mt., Lola Clayton Beale, and
Miss Frances Sexton, all of Murray; Miss Magdalena Sonneveld.
of Rotterdam, Holland; Mrs. David
Wiser, 'JY.. Miss Marie Winston,
Miss (Nish L. Brazelton, Mrs. Clarence Kennedy. Mrs. Loyd Williams,
Mrs. Paul Follis, Mrs. Dewey
Payne. Miss Catherine Noble, Miss
Dorothy Noble. Mrs. Mark Eastin,
Jr.. Miss Mildred Boulton, Miss
Flo Imes. Mrs. Evelyn Dinning,

Chester. Wallace and H S Rogers.
Leap Year Surprise
James and Dan Fain
rortr Given
C Sheridan,
Calle Dee Adams.
99. the
Paul and Witharn ;C.sargus of -Wrest-- -Con SaursieSs
wel. Vandough Cherry and Grant neighbors relitives and friends
Stiles of Murray. Mr. and -Mrs. came in as Ahem regular cuidoni
Elmo Fain and children and Mr. with baskets and boxes filled with
good things to celebrate Lee Donand Mrs. Jim Peters.
• • • • •
elsons leap year birthday.. He has
only had 12 birthdays but judging
Mrs, 'Males Grahams
from the gray hairs on his head
Entertains

ed with an all day quilting Weds older.
In the afternoon the crowd was
nesday of last week. Each guest
brought a dish and at the' noon entertained by guitar and ukelele
lUnchenri was enjoyed: music with singing by Mariana
1
4
414 -Innos- and Lee
'Those_ present were as Iollemegk.73k400-,Be.t4,/
eisjoirPjfa
'
.
'
Colbert in "The
Mrs. Curt Gratiain. Mrs Orval beiH"Non -and' riv.wrat' 411dOlt
Comes Horne," at the Capitol SunWhitlow, Mrs. Tennie Hargrove, numbers were given.
Thos present were Mr. and Mrs. day and Monday.
Mrs. Irvan Linn, Mrs. Walter
Blakely,-, Mrs. Guy Smith, Mrs. Harvey Swift and son Luther, Mr.
Virgil Walston. Mrs. Rex Byers and Mrs. Jonah Pace. Mr. and Mrs. birthday. thus adding another four
Joe Thweatt. Mrs. Ian Erwin and years to his age. and daughter Bettye Sue.
Mr. Robinson is the oldest of
Mrs. Herschel Pace. Mrs. Keys little daughter Barbara June, Mrs.
Blakely. Mrs. Houston Miller and Clay Thomason and little son Jim- three living children, a sister.
daughter Ann. Miss Rubine Gra- mie. Mr. and Mrs. Noble liopkins Mrs. W. L. Ward and a brother,
ham. Mrs Ryan Graham. and Mrs. and two children Paul and Virginia J. 0 Robinson both of the county.
He is very active for his age, and
Ruth. Betty Jo Short
Thales Graham.
,Mrs. Clint Skaggs and five chil- still enjoys conversing at length
Miss Clara Johnson
dren Donald. Martha Lee. Mary with friends and acquaintances.
Is Given Party'
Mrs. Taylor Gooch
Anna. Betty Jean, and Charles Mr. Robinson possesses no small
Mr. and, Mrs. Jim Peters of
Entertains
Farmington Route 2, entertained
Mrs. Taylor Gooch entertained Hardin, Mrs. Ivan Jones and amount of humor, which makes the
with a party at their home Wed- with a quilting party Thursday daughter Betty Lou, Mr. and Mrs. old and the young enjoy his genet?.
nesday evening in honor of Miss afternoon at the home of Mrs. John Baker. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd ous hospitality.
Those who enjoyed - the variety
Mr. and Mrs.
Clasushants. celebrating Claude Cunninghanste lunch Jones, ESiss
Millartr—t=i7 and daughter of the lovely dinner, which was
her sixteeni=1,Triday. Contest was served to each guest.
prima. were -awarded to Eulalia
Those present were Mrs. Coy Rubine. Miss Helen Jackson. Ver- brought in basket fashion by the
Rogers, Carolyn Rogers. Vandough Orr. Mrs. Amos -Wells. Mrs. Verble non Curd. Mr. and Mrs Lee Donel- ones present. were:
Mr. and- Mrs. Sam Brewer and
Cherry and Grant Stales.
Taylor. Mrs. Bud Taylor, Mrs. son and daughters Virginia Brooks,
daughter Revs. Mr. and Mrs. HarRefreshments were served.
Claude Vaughn. Mrs. Otho Win- and Mary Louise_
ry Jones and family, Mildred,
The guests included Lucile Coop- chester. Mrs. Torn Taylor. Mrs.
Dorothy, Wilma Jane and James
or. Colyogrie Jones. Misses Carolyn. Claude Gooch. Mrs. George Gooch. Charlie.Guthrie Honored
A surprise birthday -dinner- was Jones Mg.. and Mrs. Talmage Rae_
Faye and totals Rogers. Ruby DailMrs. Charlie Clark. Mrs Cleon
nell, Misses Eulalia and Clara Nell Cunninghant Mrs. Lelan Steely, given in honor of Charlie Guthrie 'mon and son James. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson, Jimmie Manning. Otto Mrs. Claude
Cunningham. Mrs. at his home in Hazel Saturday, Hal Smith. Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Luther Gooch and Mrs. Taylor February 29. Gifts were presented Robinaon, Mr. and Mrs. Will Ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Ward add
Gooch, Mist Alice Bea Roberts. to the honoree on his 76th birthday.
sons. Jack and Bob. Mr. and Mrs.
A bountiful dinner was served.
Misses
Luta
and
IvS
Garner.
.
Glyco Wells and son Gene, Mrs.
Miss Willie —Mae etnesinesam. -Thaw present were as follows:
We matter how many medicine*
Mr. and Mrs. Marcom Jetton. Herman Ross and daughter Thelgotharalried for your cough, chest Misses Bera and Jane Parks, Do- Mrs. Om Whitnell and son Will ma. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Graham
cold or brenctstal irritation. roil Can lores and Ilene Taylor. Annie Lou
rious
rellet now with Creamlike.. Steely, Glenda June Cunningham Edd. Mr. and Mrs. Orval Jetton and daughter Christine, Miss Dula
and children, Mrs. Lillie Derington. Graham, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Wallis
trouble may be brewhimr
cd
e and Billy Gooch.
ritt cannot strasd to tabs a
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Jetton. Mrs. and son Pat, Mr. A. F. Wilson,,Mr.
with =AMU; bus Om OssaetulWill TolleY.
Cathrine Black.
skavolsich goss-ffght-to Abe at Mrs. Clam& Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gibbs and
Marion Dunn, Mrs. Emma Stone,
of the trouble No
Honored
Mine to
aocdse and heal the
KernA surprise birthday dinner was Booker Guthrie. Ernest Jetton and daughter, Reins Mr. and Mrs.
as the gzir phkgm given February 23 in honor
of Mrs. children. Mrs. Lucian Ridings and Charlie Gibbs and daughter Anna
'
Is loosened had
children Alton and Anna Brown.. Gean..Mr. and Mrs. William Aurt,
Been
eerier righellas have Claude Cunningham on her 45th
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jetton and Mrs. Ida Ross. Miss Mary Elizades% ha ~road, your birthday.
is
to guarantee
A delicious dinner was served at children. Miss Mary Jettots Miss beth Jones, Miss Inez Waldrop, Mr.
Ira Dunn. Nall Guthrie. Mr. and and Mrs. L. F. Wilson, Mr. Rule
armed%and to refimd your the noon hour.
amen ff
are not satisfied with
Those included in the guest list Mrs. Hardie Wilson and son Euel Langston, Mrs. Roy Hurt Roy
lesttlis from the very first bottle.
Snow, Mrs. KcCasin, Mr. and Mrs.
Dean. '
Oet ereoUilnLsIon right now. <Adv.) we as kiliosifS1
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Forrest and Rothe Cathey.
"•
—
daughters Louise and Estellet Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Gibbs, Mr. and C. B. Fattens Have
Guests
Mrs. Charlie Guthrie.
7 SERVICE
• • • ••
Mr. and Mrs C. B. Fulton had as
Sound Protection
their guests over the week end her
Leap Year Surprkses
SAVINGS
son J. 0. Atkerson. and Mrs. AtkerJames Polk Rebhimel
Mr. J. P. Robinson received the son and two sons. Ben and Ray.
The family group and friends
congratulations of friends and relatives Saturday, February the 29th., from Murray joined in a birthday
the occasion being a gentle remind- dinner Sunday in compliment to
Automobile, Plate Glass Casualty
er they had come to help celebrate Mrs. Fulton whose birthday was
Agent KUITAL BENEFIT LIFE INS. CO.
Monday. Besides the family those
his 76th birthday.
- Despite the fact of 76 years. Mr. attending were: Mrs. Hattie Bonhas only. had 18 birth- di/sant, Mrs, I.on Seay, Mr.. J. C.
. Robinson
.
days. these being in Leap Years. Hendrix, and Mrs. Shelby Davis
- First National Bank Building
but in 1900 he failed to have a and children.
Itieberson.
The bride is the attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
li)
o
rzma.
rip .pfAls
mant Greve. She was
Lynn Gave High
School as valedictorian -in the
year 1934. Later she, attended
Murray State College.
The groom, a prominent young
farmer of ,the west side, is the son
of Mr. and 'Mrs. C. L. Hale and a
graduate of Murray High School.
For the present the young couple
will reside with, thg. groom's parents.
• • • S-.
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SAV

FIRE...TORNADO

Dunn

and Mrs. Loyd CasabasMills Burins. Watters, Miss ADM
ham.
iferillue. Miss Hells Mae Kemp,
The honoree received many, love-. Miss Flora Mae Cole. Masses Ruty and useful gifts, after which bens and Clara Nell Johnoon. Miss
delightful refreshments were. serv- Mavis Walters, Kiss Reba Howard
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Cochran,
Those present were as follows:
Miss I3eauton Smith, Ural Story,
Mr. and ritts. J. t. Dunn and Robert Johnson, R. B Rogers, Melfamily Verde Nell, Evelyn, Kathe- vin Dick, Jim Ycnigue. Bullet
rine, Ralph. and Harold Loyd, Mr. Smith, Basset Smith, Harry Waiand Mrs. Weldon Lyles and daugh- ters and Junior ShankeL
•• •• •
ters Virginia and Betty Jewel, Mrs.
Mary Uguy.
L. M. Pogue Heat
Mrs. earl Usrey, Mrs. James
Elder and Mrs. B. H. Pogue were
Usrey, Mrs. Hart Uarey, Mrs. Rice hosts to a dinner Monday evening
Hughes, Mrs. Joe Dunn, Mrs. at their home near Penny. Theise
Julian Hughes anctrlaughters Mars- Inelsided were Jfx. and Mrs. C. T.
aret, Frances, Naomi, Janette, and Rosales. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. RobWaladine.
erta, Mayfield, MX. and Mrs. HerMrs. Headley Swift and daughter bert Morgan and Mr. and Mrs
Novalee, Ivalou and Donald Clay, Clarence Morgan, Coldwater, MilMrs. Claud Tidwell, Mrs. Loyd ton Browder, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Cunningham, Mrs. Verina Swift,
Mrs. Tom Swift, Mrs. Mary Jane

Miss Mary Elizabeth Gatlin, Mrs.
Irion, Miss Mary Lou Davis, Miss
Esther Davies. Mrs. Cecil Draffen. Rollie Lyles and daughter Willie
Mrs: W. A. Allbritten, Mrs. Marvin Mae. Mr. and Mrs. Norman LawSouthern, Mrs. Philip Beverly, Mrs. rence and daughters Maraaret-and
%assets> Wilkinson, Mrs. C. R. Mildred, Mrs..
Those sending gifts were Mrs
Moffitt, Miss Lucille Reed, Mrs.
Harold Howard, Miss Nan King, Frinalt.Swift. Mrs. Hugh Swift, Miss
Miss Margaret Hughes, Mrs. Hal Noma Dell Lyles, Fentlacs Mass
B.
Hall, Mrs. William Hughes, Mrs. Luther Mathis, Pontiac. Mich.,
Wilford Dunn. Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. H. L. Smith. Mrs. Earle Burney. Mrs. W. T. Morgan, Mrs. Tom Mrs. Bryan Staples. Era and Vera
Marshall, Miss Miriam Piper, Miss- Cobb, Mrs. Johnnie Tres, Miss
Elizabeth Freeman, Miss Pattie Pet- Laura Waggoner, Mrs. U. G. Phillips.
Way, Miss Mildred Oliver, Miss Era
Mrs. Ola Parks, Mrs. Grace
DeBoe, Miss Georgia McElwain,
Miss Ruby Dean, Mrs Malcolm Parks, Mrs. Hardin Sutherland,
Wallace, Miss..Lucy Jane Craycraft, Mrs. Guy Chester, Miss Euphema
Mrs. Allen Shemwell, Mrs. Guy Usrey, Mrs. J. K. Hughes, Mrs.
Lockwood. Miss Ruth Parsons. Miss Voris Utley.
Anna Edwards, Miss Lillian K.
Carlson, and Mrs. Clarence Evans. Mrs. Cola Waiters Honored
A birthday dinner. was giveii in
—Paducah Sun-Democrat
honor ciLjiireft,„.Crosi at
-•—•sserwrit"NPV61.
her home Sundalr!"51.r- 1, it
Mt. Carmel M.'E. Society
being her 69th birthday .
Mee(is
A delicious dinner was served
The entire M. E. Society of Mt
and the day was spent in jolly
Carmel met, with Mrs. .Torn Swift
on Tuesday afternoon, February conversation and music.
Those present were:
25, and enjoyed 'the following proMr. and Mrs. Brown Howard and
gram':
children Charles. Billy. Ted and
Song. "Blessed Assurance".
Anna Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Scripture, Psalms 32.
'Matters and sons, S. J.. Earl and
Prayer Mrs. Weldon Lyles.
Hallet, Mr. and Mrs. Ada Watters
Resolutions, Mrs. Claud Tidwell,
and children.... Sue, Martha and
Mrs J. H. Dunn. Mrs. Carl Usrey.
Betty Jo.
Mrs Miles Beach.
Mrs. May Johnson and daughter
Duet, Novalee and Ivalou Swift.
Maudena, Mrs. Bell Stone. Mrs.
John Husk. Mrs. Carl Usrey.
Edna Yongue. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Poem, Mrs. Loyd Cunningham.
Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Lea Smith.
Mission Study. Mrs. Tom Swift.
Mrs. Emma Cude and son Nelson.
After the program a delightful
plate lunch was served; which con- Mr. and Mrs. Claude Manning and
sisted of two sandwrches, peaches baby. Mr. and Mrs Lowell Lamb,
Mai. Estelle Adams
and,cake.
An Easter program, sponsored by
members of the M. E. Society, will
be given. at Mt. Carmel on Easter
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock. At
the conclusion of the program 'an I
egg hunt will be enjoyed by all.
• • * • •
On acootest of poor mitillidellent
Shower Given For
many women suffer
ti CeliSall Omsk -sod ItfUne
le Its
taresfili
g
Mrs. Hants Stark
Cardul Is otatrog ea the 110.0101 se as
On Friday afternoon, February rent It haS brought sag Me sad al km
•••••
28. a miscellaneous shower was dime In holping to owwwwwia
womanly discomfort, Wig Obie mow st
given at the home of Mrs.. Weldon Leesville, La., writes' '1
ata
Wisir
. I had quits • tel ci pail
Lyles in honor of her niece. Mrs. irregular
which
maids
me
nervous.
I
Molt
oaring
and
Hams Stark.
th.
found
it i
and.nnwins
In irrory
ais inul
hrelpad
pain. Thid
- A number of games and contests
my PAM& Makini my heel=
were enjoyed by all, which were I quieted
better"
. Zr rardul does not
NVerda Nell YOU. column • physician.
sponsored by Miss

Cleve James, Murray.
tPly

/n Memory
S'S
My father dear has thine away
And left me here to stay,
To prepare to meet him o'esill
On yonder shining shore.
We are lonely without his presence near,
And how I loved him, oh so dear.
But with Gold's help and guidance,
I want to live for Jesus' sake,
And thing it is only Ms will to
take.
I know he is heaven where angels
'
- •
ping,
And there to remain with Jesus
forever to reign.
laRowland,
—JH.
Highland. California
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SUNBURST Milk will help! SUNBURST will
bring you the healthy interest in activity that al-

-4,4111-

ways-belongs tø youth..'". tho real vigor that is always associated with childhood. SUNBURST will
help you the natural way :

the way that is ap-

proved by science, by giving you the diet elemetits
you need to retain)lealth. aticLbuil 'dithe resistance
to strain andill health that should be yours.

DRINK" A QUART A
'DAY
At least use it generously at.
meal time and in cooking. Makes
meals taste better.

Women Who Have Pains
Try cmui Neg.Time!

RETURN MILK BOTTLES
When you buy a bottle'of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the 'grocery from which you bought the mint.

Murray Milli Products Co.

-

Telephone 191

L.E. OWEN,Gen.Insurance

41

FRIDAY
MORNING
Promptly at 8130
o'clock
Be on time and get in
On

SHOE OPENING
SALE

Recent Bride Honored At
Lovely Tea On Saturday
Complimenting Mrs. Randall Dulaney, a recent bride. Miss Elizabeth Randolph entertained at a
beautifully planned tea Saturday
afternoon in the Business arid Professional Women's Club rooms in
the Masonic building between the
hours of three-thirty and 'live
o'clock.
Spring flowers and ferns dee,orated the spacious rooms. Receiv
ing with the host and honoree was
Mrs. Charles Hemphill. McDill, of
Lexington. Tenn.
Mrs. Forrest G. Horton and Mrs.
Sam Langstaff presided 'at the tea
services and Miss Eugenia Cornmandeur, Mrs. Ad }troche. Mrs.
Richard G. Terrell. Jr., and Miss
Bernadyne Slaton assisted in serving. The table was draped with
a lovely lace cloth and held as its

• • • and it asks no odds
of any car at any price

ii

FEED PURINA

NEW SPRING SHOP
for every foot
As an inducement I will put
on sale
250 YARDS

STARTENA
PUCKT114E
FOR BIGGER AND
CKS!
STRONGER

Impressive victory in famous economy run
officially confirms Pontiac's superior economy!

NEW SPRING SILKS

annual Yosemite Valley Economy Run is the year's big test
.j ofclaims—and here is what it revealed: Under American Automobile Association supervision, the 1936 Pontiac traveled
352 miles at an average of 23.9 miles per gallon (no oil added), defeating all entt'ants in its class.
That settles the matter of Pontiac's economy. Pound for pound,
you can't do better. A quart of oil goes farther in a Pontiac,thanks
to finer engineering. As for dependability—many Pontiacs have
now traveled over 200.000 miles! Buy a Pontiac for economy. Buy
it for dependability. Buy it for anything else you want. You won't
be disappointed, for Pontiac aslcs,no odds of any car at any price.

Values up to 89c
Like values never offered
Only, per yard - -

While they last!
Silks are sold for CASH
ONLY
See display .'of these ailk-s
AMP

Master Ss: 'Door Tourin4 Sedan—$713'

SATISFY YOURSELF WIEN
IIETTER—BUY A

scommsso

• 4

vir*OFFICIAL PRICE CLASS
ECONOMY CHAMPION

*Luis puede at Pontiac:Mich.. begin at $615 for the Si, and 1730 for the tight (subject to shanks witSoul notteo). Safety plate gfaei standerd
Stliht. Standard group of asuee•ories extra. Offered on G. M. A. Ca neer el Time Payment Plan, A General Moron; Vale&on Do Lute Sii and

J. W. Clopton & Co.

L..S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY

Country
Produce .
Phone 38
Murray, Ky.

108-10 North Seventh Street

We Buy and Sell

Mayfield, Kentucky

"

,
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DAM THE TENNESSEE RIVER
•
As an observer of the valleys of bertsville is 224niles from :Paducah
the Cumberland. Ohl* sad T00- making an added over-flatt'of 40,nassest_ rivers in Kentucky for a 000 acres, a with of an average of
patio!! DUO years, having first seen five miles at any reasonable apthe Gilbertaville location for the proach Le the river at any point in
dam in the fall of 1887 and my Marshall or Calloway, east into
first trip to the Bit minghain sec- Lyon or Trigg or to any connection in 1893, and the Eggner's top tion with the rest of Kentucky, a
rY territory for the last 30 years condition that does not occur in
very often, and as I have for 15 any state of the Union. It would
years been over all the/ territory destroy the Eggner's Ferry bridge
south of Eggner's Ferry to the because it would cost More to make
Tennessee Iine in Kentuc.k.g.end. In the budge usable than would be
gathe last three years aave been on practical; it would, if rebuilt. reWthe Tennessee River at many points quite the relocation bf five miles
and all the proposed sites, even of the Murray-Eggner'sq"erry road
up the Little Tennesse in to North and make direct travel on these
Carolina and have nine times view- routes impratical.
ed Norris Pam on tilt Clinch since' The valley of the Tennessee in
its beginning.
this 45 miles between the GilbertsThe location
line • tween Calloway and Stew- cation is wide and more fertile in
art counties would be ideal on ac- the four counties bordering the
count of its foundation, low cost, Tennessee and if the dam was loand taking less of the better lands cated .at Shannon the danger. of
'Of Calloway, Marshall. Lyon and overflow would be eliminated and
.1rnirtvra 2a which will he ever--this vest valley winahl be converted
flowed if the dam is located below into an alluvial section for cultivathis point.
°
_ Aion of _the "Cer13. Crib" of the tour
As I understand it, the heikhth counties, as has been relied upon
of the over-flow will have to be for much of the upland section of
about 22 feet higher than the 1919 this territory, but, to think of the
high, so the territory overflowed pipe dream of damming the Cumbelow Shannon which is by river berland opposite Gilbertsville, this
67 miles from Paducah and Gil- project which is, of course, the

narrowest place that the Cumberland and Tennessee flows leas than
six miles In low uwater but In 1913
got less than two miles of eaeh
ether.
Oh, they say they can cut a canal
from the Cumberland to the
mime but that would require a
dam below the cartel on the Cumberland which would be at or near
Paducah on the Ohio, then why the
canal? Then theun
diabm
itiving of the
Ohio and the C
and "mid
destroy the Corn Crib of the Ohio
Valley. What a calamity to Mutts
date this vast territory of the most
fertile corn lands Of the central
sunis, together with numerotts
towns. villages, ' settlements and
minerals. The zink, spar, iron ore,
cement rock and other minerals of
these sections would be worthless
on account of the overflow and
sepage.

I

Health is very good here.
Mrs. Myrtle Illealsir geld a mai
Saturday.
Mrs. Belle Jones aird Mrs. Mollie
Starks are making string improved
nine-patch quilts.
JameaCollie, son of Mr and Mrs.
Dave Collie of Benton Route , near
Maple Spring visited his aged aunt
Mrs. Rennie Stringer here Friday.
J. W. Jones and Toy Jones have
Installed radios. They are the first
in this neighborhood. They are
„having plenty of eompany There
were 22 at J. W. Jones' one night
recently.
Mrs. Rennie
Stringer had 21
cords or woe& put in her yard
since November I. On March - I
she has only five cords left.

Stella Gossip

Young Business Men
Host to Racehorses
_"Coach

Carlisle Cutchin, Captain
James "Sunny" Phillips and the
remaining members of the Thoroughbred basketball team were
honor guests of the Young Business
Men's Club- of Murray at dinner
last Monday evening.
Brief talks were made by Captain Phillis, who introduced the
members of his squad; Coach Roy
T.,-Sledd, Max B. Hurt,
Joe T. Lovett and_Coach Cutchin.
The players introduced were Carroll, Graham, McKeel, Butler, Baker, Fowler and Burdette. Mantle
and Keifer were unable to be
preselltm —
club will meet next Monday
even/frit in 'the basement of the
Methodist Church and supper will
be served by the Ladies Aid Society.

The Range
plus the Refrigerator
plus Low Electric Rates
...all add up to a saving
in household expenses

and felon- ies committed thee usually found iss sahib 60,10 tb obit."
Mr. and Mrs. Illffis are returning to Portland id*
Dr. and M.J. A Outland, -Mrs! In the latelirliliee they will atPeople who are on the comMellte Hopson and two children tend the Progressive Educational modity list in Calloway county
Mary Elizabeth and Tansy motored meeting the rest of this week.
must remember that each sect/ad
to St. Louis recently to visit her
and- fourth Wednesday of each
sister and brother-in-law, Mrs. V.
month is the regular distribution
Meldo Hillis and Mr. Hillis of Portday for those who receive their
land, Oregon, who were in St.
commodities in Murray
ltittis attending the Depertment of
Those who receive commodities
After having such an awful winSuperintendence. Mrs. Hopson relike now spring is at Shiloh. Dexter, Kirksey. Coldit
looks
ter
mained the entire week and attendhere, at least we are all hoping water and Lynn Grove, the distried many of the sessions.
it is as there are lots of plant bution day will be the setond and
Mr. Hillis is the Pacific Coast beds to be burned yet.
fourth Thursdays.
manager of World Book Company
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt and
Those who riTeive commodities
with his offices at Portland, Ore. daughter Marion Sue of Detroit,
at Hazel, Providence, New ConMr. and Mrs. Hillis have a charm- Mich., spent a few days last week
I
cord, Pottertown and Brandon. the
ing country home just across the
Ins guests of Mr. and Mrs. George distribution day will be the _ secColumbia river from -Portland Coles and Mrs.- 011ie Nesbitt. They
jilocl and fourth Fridays.
which has one of the largest filbert returned to their home Saturday
;Please be there in person 'or
groves in Washington.
accompanied
Mr. Nesbitt's have some representative there to
by

Brook's Chapel

Oh, yes the river can be dammed Paducah visited his .parents, Mr.
at Paducah or any point even if and Mrs. J. W. Jones here Februthe dam had to be 10 miles wide, ary 23.
"Eagle", it was too cold for me
but if the Ohio river is dammed
and a condition of ice which hap- to walk and skate on the ice and
probably faired
pens each decade, how can it pass I would have
the dam? What would it do if it worse than you.
"I know the things that come
set againat the high dam as it did_
below Uniontown dam this last Into your mind every one of
spell? What would the people up them." Ezekiel 11:5.
Hardin Byars is recovering from
the Ohio and Cumberland's tributaries do?—the ELM and Wabash, a six weeks seige of flu.
Cisterns here are dry. Some are
Tradewater and
other streams?
There are men I fear that would carrying and hauling water with
build their own monument in this much inconvenience.
It will soon be time to put straw
proposal with the permission of the
government, but like the Tower over the young strawberry vines.
of Babylon, I had rather see a suit- There are some nice potato patches
In this neighborhood.
able monument in a graveyard.
I have heard of no plant bed
A condition up the Ohio or the
Cumberland where you see wide burning in this vicinity. Tobacco
and fertile lands,. well settled by- is almost a thing of the past here.
There is talk of a large corn
ornes where if those rivers
were dammed vast acreage would crop being planted. A medium
have only shallow waters at high amount of cotton will be planted.
Mrs. Johnnie Ramsey is taking
tide but destroyed, and in low
water those living near, even on treatment in Paducah once a week
the good farms would be subjected for ulcer of the eye.
Hens in this neighborhood have
to the desolate sight of muck and
not laid enbugh eggs this winter
mud for miles.
There will have to be other ar- to buy a dog collar without buckle
rangements made to give the right or button or snap.
Miss, Venice. daughter of Mr.
to dam the Ohio and Cumberland
which I don't believe will be grant- and Mrs. Arlie Jones, has accepted
ed
The Tennessee Valley im- a position in the county superin-provement was granted and . has tendant's office in Murray.
Miss Marjorie, daughter of Mr.
gobe to the extent of a necessity
fee the lower dam on the Tennes- and Mrs. Cecil Jones, has entered
see for navigation and a reasonable high school at Almo.
"Pure religion and undefiled beflood control as well as amather
electric unit, so why not do this fore God and the Father is this, to
and cut out this proposed folly? visit the fatherless and widows in
In conclusion let me gay that the their affliction, and to keep himland owners along these rivers self unapotted.../fblYr-the world."
• '
should go along and regulate their James 2:27. - .
Mr. and Mrs. Becakell. Mr. and
farina as though a dam was never
proposed because if they.build the Mrs. Toy Jones motored to -Lynn
dam it will be plenty of time for Grove Sunday.
One months from today (March
you to make your arrangements
to sell to the goverrunent and 2) will be "later day" at Benton.
move and the pay will be in pro- Then -beading sweet potatoes will
portion to the condition of your he the next job.
All read James 9:15-18.
property, and to neglect you
—Old Glory
property because a dam Is proposed
is not the best way for the property owners' good.. T. 0. TURNER

Shame, disgrace pursue CLAIRE
TREVOR in the lfripping Fox drama, 'My Marriage," until she defies society's scorn to bare its
guarded secrets._ Capitol Tuesday
and Wednesday.
less dog $10 worth of bread and
meat every 12 months. Hopeless
caseMfs. Ida Cochran loan a $40.00,
5-year-old milk cow last day of
Februray, died of a strange malady.
Mrs. Rile Darnell was afflicted
with throat and ear trouble Sunday.
Later: That place in the road
this sida.of Iron Bridge where that
spring is, reminds me of the Civil
War when Smith and Wallace's
army came through._
Bee Cochran's name comes out
once and awhile le Stella Gossip,
but 0. B. Turnbow's name is in
the Hazel letter from one to three
times each week and 0. B.'s father used to play and fight at Farmington, long time_ego; good friends
just the same.
"Scatter Brain" asked how long
I have been a "Cpr" for Murray
newspapers. Well about 35 years.
During the time the papers have
changed editors. I have written
when the following editors were
managers W. 0. "Billie" Wear,
John Mack Meloan, 0. J. Jennings. kiss Reubie Wear, Ted.Sanford and Joe Lovett.
Yes, Scatter-brain", "Ole Jagle"
Is 67. of legal age for tin order
to) old age pension. Have gone
through menu days of adversity,
hire out to work for men on both
aisles of_road. from David Thompson's to beyond Fa{mington, begin
before sunrise and work till after
sunset, but that was good for me.
.That I saw 4th Monday in Murraj: Hundreds of horse and mule
traiders, ax handles for sale; Mr.
Ogden, crippled beggar of Sharon.
Tenn.; saw Elder Oce Wrather of
Union City, Tenn.; Esq. Lee Barnett said that Irvan was. yet unable
to be out; George Hart sold land
with Wade Crawford and Tom
Stokes only bidders; two officers
promenade a woman into coat for
selling '"red eye".
It is a good thing Spring is here.
Ole Eagle's winter coat is absolutely past pachin'—he looked like
"Ragedy-tagady man"!!
'
• —"Eagle"

Leonard Wilson, Roy Graham.
TOM McDaniel hitched four big
mules to road maintainer and made
our highway PASSABLE all 0. K.
From what I read in my paper
most of the CCC boys must be in
the Murray clinic for treatment.
Last week's Ledger & Times was
fine! I read Dr. J. R. Wrather's
article from Amarillo, Tex., County Agents Notes, Jim Curds Poetry.
"Jots by Joe", n' everything. By
A model tobacco scaffold and a
the way, a friend said "I'm not able hygrometer were used in 12 tobacto take the Ledger & Times- and co curing demonstrations in Marby-granny he is feeding a big use- shall county.
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36 Months to Pay
the Balance

R. H. Thurman

1410H SPUD UNITS—Start cooking action Almost immediately.

KentuditYTennessee Light and Power
Murray, Kentucky

•

New York Life Insurance Co.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
8c Times but nearly Sexton Bros. Hardware Co.
everybody reads it!

a"WARREN
PAINT!
PAINTS NOW
THE HIGHEST QUALITY

COVER MORE SURFACE
LAST LONGER—LOOK BETTER

Protect Your
Property ...

A PRODUCT FOR EVERY PURPOSE

INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR

The Wise and Easy
Way Under the FHA

WARREN'S INSURED.PAINTS

Improve Its Looks — Increase Its
Value and Preserve It for Many

Years
•

Let Us Help You Secure the Money
•Since the passage of the Federal Housing Act, 26 per cent
of the national modernization has been in painting protection
and beautifying of homes and other buildings. Why delay painting? Today you need no ready cash. Use the easy Government
plan, increase the value of your buildings, protect them against
the ravages of weather and pay the cost in three years by surprisingly low monthly payments. It's sound advice—and a
Mighty good economy.

VETERANS
Include in your bonus
budget insurance

TINS CLOCK- -Controls the length of cooking time. Gives you freedom
from the kitchen.
TKIRMOSTAT—Controls the ovenjemperiture. Does away with cook- •
ing failures.
INSULATID OVUS--Holds all the heat inside for cooking. The ekc•
of the time.
moty is on o:Ily

tytwer.---14ENIP

Under theFederal Housing Act
You Can Modernize Your Home

proof.

Cook Electrically with these 4 Time
and Money Saving Features

The Season is now on
for
WASHING
MACHINES

_
"SOUTHERN I
MADE FOR
SOUTH'EFIN I
CLIME"

•

—guaranteed
collateral
and cash values.
—guaranteed against depreciation.
—guaranteed matu ri t y
values.
—no investment management or worries.
—fireproof, foolp r o o f,
burglarproof,
repair.
proof and depression

No Down Payment

supplied

perience who know the particular paint requirements for the
Southern climate, Warren Paints are the most satisfactory you
can employ for any purpose. For 2/ years Warren products have
been the acknowledged standards of quality. Their economy
has been proved by the years of beautiful and enduring protection which they have afforded. They cover more surface, last
longer and cost less, and those are the big points to consider in
painting your home, barn, floor, walls, roofs, screens or porches.
Do it now.

In Ownership
Advantages:

F.H.A. Terms

extended visit.
wise, they will be returned to the
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Wilson of store room.
H. C. Boron,
Memphis, Tenn., spent the week
Cronsnnatty Supervisor.
end the guest of -the latter's. patCalloway County
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn of
Midway.
Hardy Wilson of near SteelyMontgomery county sheep farm...scluxil house...spent Thursday
with legume
as guest of his sister, Mrs. Edgar ers who ire
hay, are finding their feeding tasks
lightened.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coles and
son Bobby and Hillman Coles spent
the week end in St. Loins the guest
of their, sister, Mrs. Genie Adams
and brother Clarence Coles,
Mrs_ Waif-el-curd, who has been
confined to her bed with illness
for the past week at tift home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Brandon, was able to return to
We handle the best maher home near Hazel Friday.
'
chine on the market.
My. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes and
The'"MAYTAG"
family spent Sunday as guest of
is one of the oldest and
the latter's mother Mrs. Ellis and
known washers.
sister, Mrs. Dennis Boyd.
We handle heth the electric and
Mrs. Joe Brandon spent Monday night in Murray as guest of gasoline motors. Call and see us or
Nathan Parker for a demonstraher sister, Mrs. B. S.,Overbey.
—"Rosebud" tion. You will be proud of a Maytag machine. We sell on easy
terms.
See Nathan Parker for SINGEI\
SEWING MACHINES

• Made from the finest materials and by experts of long ex-

About 3 cents a day per *Person is the usual

ELECTRIC RANGES

1 trips across the country to her
Childhood- home in Kentucky, each
time extending her trip through
Mexico, Ponama Canal. Cuba and
New Orleans, trips to China, Japan
and the Philippines. Mrs. Hera=
has spent some time on the Pacific
Coast, especially in _Portland where
her brother, John Witty is in business as a druggist.
Mrs. Hopson was asked if she
liked the Pacific
northwest to
which she laughingly replied" Its
snow capped mountains with its
rich wide valleys green the year
around, and its crystal streams
reflecting the blue Of the skies
makes it an enhancing beauty spot.
Those who have never made the
trip to the Oregon and Washington
coast have no idea of the proilimosilaillipss of the people and the
rapid growth of the country. It
is God's country.
Portland is
known as the- City of Roses. However, it is the leading flower and
its beauty and fragrance has been,
greatly -increased through expert
planting and cultivation. Beautiful
rose 'gardens are found in every
home and along the street.
"Sometimes Portland has been
called a big, over grown country
town and is criticized because it
is practically without nifht life.
But Portland seems to be well
governed and managed and as a'
reseult there are fewer robberies

Meet the Most Exacting Requirements of All
Painting Needs—

Nothing Can Take
the Place of
Life Insurance

cost for electric cooking in homes with electric
refrigeration. Whrnot get a careful estimite for
your home? Ask us or see your dealer.

ettitagoi.Thilf

H. C. Doron Sets
Distribution Datcs

Gunter's Flat

LIFE
INSURANCE

TT'S ,true economy to lct electricity do more
1. work in vour'kitchen. We've discovered that
it's economical to have an electric refrigerator
but it is still more economical when you have art
— electric rane, too. Then all the electricity you
buy, including the amount used for lighting, is
purchased•at a lower cost per unit (KWH).

PAGE T/IREF:

_
Former Residents
Now In Washington

•
HOUSE PAINT
BARN PAINT
FLOOR PAINT
WALL PAINT
ROOF PAINT
ENAMELS
VARNISHES

•

We Recommend, Guarantee and Sell

WARREN'S INSURER PAINTS
BEAMAN'S GARAGE
West Maple Street, Murray, Ky.

Dependable Since 1845

FRIDAY, MARCH 13, 3:00 P. M.

Scott- Lassiter Hardware Co.
Farming Implements

Hardware of All Kinds
Murray, Kentucky

5.

V.

-•

,

•
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Part Good, Part Bad

to be shown Pbacing each of their
salaries- at $3,000 a yeas. the same
as the maximum amount allowed a
ceeniesessioner under the old set-up,
tele a bit out of line and
at harmony with the announced purpose of the reorganization
bill—economy
How one whin' has no responsibility, other than to give advice
that the chairman is in no wise required to accept, can earn as
commissioner upon
!hitch as a
whom the full responsibilities of
this office fell, is difficult to we.
The logical conclusion is that political obligations have been, and
In the future will be, made and
some means of paying them must
be maintained. The idea of providing such an apparent political
sinecure with which to pay these
political "strong men" in the various sections of the state in a bill
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Lynn Grove Hi

Dexter News

-k
4Lawressce Mager hi Owelaldalte
Miss Eugene Woodall and Miss
The Retool and comnfUnity is
Meearegerl
grief stricken because of the tragic Wilms Threatt spent last week Editor's note. In our opinion the
death of one of its most popular eificl with Mr. and Mrs. Boss Threatt
keenest and most accurate analysts
Miss Dorothy Del Rhodes. near Brewers
students.
reorganisastate
proposed
of the
Mr' 'and Mrs. Ewing Barnett of
She was the attractive daughter of
tion bill now pending before the
and Mrs. Minus libianett
Paducah
who
Rhodes,
Henry
rre
o
and
Mr.
probable
lei
and
General Asesembly
one mile east of Lynn spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
resides
effect upon the government and
Grove. Dorothy Del was an active Bill Henson near Murray.
upun the people. is contained in
Mrs Will Ftaaves spent last week
member of the various high school
Lawrence liager's ed/torial, "Part
activities including the Drematic end in Paducah and Mayfield visitGood, and Part Sad," appearing in
Club, Glee Club and Coesacs So- ing her sister, Mrs A. D. Paaehall,
.the Owensboro Messenger on Febciety. She was a member on the Paducah. and her mother, Mn. J.
ruary 21. The Editorial follows:
negative side of the debating team. C. Davania, Mayfield.
general ' assembly
When the
Carol Haley was given a birthFor the last two years she placed
pastes the proposed -state reorganfirst in the county In English and day supper Saturday, February
ization bill, as it will 'probably do
was to represent her class this Those present were Mr.' and Mrs.
within the next three .10 five
year. For the past two years she Bob Kelly and son of Bentcm Mr.
weeks, it will ceinPlY with the rehad played the leading parts in and Mrs. Claude Thorn and daughquest of Governor Chandler to give
her class plays. "Dot" will be.saci- ter, and Mr. and Mrs. Carol Raley
good
a
be
"to
opportunity
an
him
and daughter.
missed by all who. knew her.
ly
he
which
of
use
The
governor."
Mrs. Minus Barnett spent part
measlengthy
the
s the power
m
ure we lose
jobs and expenses does not appear That she is dead. She is just
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Brown, Mr.
in the final analysis. whether he very sound.
and Mrs. Frank Starks...Ma& Lewis
away!
shall achieve this ambition.
The bill does not only provide With a cheery smile, and a wave Ernstberger and daughter and Mr.
Contrary to expectations. the reand Mrs. Bennie Brown attented a
of the hand
for the-consollesatea ligGieehmingorganization
for the She has wandered into an unknown meeting Of'Birmingham Wednesday
not greatly reduce, if it reduces at- tion of state Units. It call
and Thursday of last week.
of new ones. Among
land
oll. the number of government ern- establishment
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and
council, the And left us dreaming how very
Voyes through whom millions of these is the legislative
son Billie spent Sunday everting
members. of which_ will be paid $.10
fair
ertnualiy.
-taw dollars areoment,
It may It needs must be, since she lingers with Mr. tind,Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver.
Twenty-9rte .existini/ offices and a day while in-session.
Mrs. .Hayden Walston is on the
well
there.
agencies would be abolished or be that this wilt be money
be re- So think of her faring on as dear sick list al this Writing.
lode their 'identities under terms of spent. Judgment ahotdd
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Puckett spent
it ii given • chance In the love of there, as the 'love
the, bill, but. according to the As- served until
last week end in Paducah.
and function
of here
soeiated press.. "on_ most instances to get organized,
Miss Inez Hopkins went to Padutwo of the Think of her still as the same and
they would be continued under through a session or
cah Sunday to spend a week with
legislature.
saY
now di visions
her sister, Mrs. Pete Barefield.
AnOther body that would be cre- She is not dead she is Just away
This does not siound very promAdelbert Reeves spent Monday in
execu'an
is
measure
the
by
ated
ising to the looking for economy.
Paducah.
for
high
the
honor
roll
The
be
could
too,
This,
council.
tive
If changing the namee of the
Bro. Jewell Norman will preach
various agenciee is all that is done of benefit to the state if the chief school and junior high for the first
at the Church of Christ here the
there will be no point to reorganiz- executive is willing to take the six weeks of the second semester
thOpts.&.a4itts_pt this month (March
e- advice of his associate& ,,Itegigedd is as follows:
/ iry
ing the state.getitiLr
Sertiors:—Laura Hunter. Nellie 15). riTerejiaie- is welcome.
be given a trial'ore it-Ts desults in eliminating' ,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dumas of
jobs and cutting. down expend- nounced. ApparentlY the only ad- Ruth Jones, Ophie Lee Miller,
Murray spent Sunday with Mr.
itures. it will be up to the legisla- ditional expense connected with Richard Boston. Willie Kelso, Harand Mrs. Lee Ernstberger.
tive and executive branches to it .is the $2.000 annual pay to the ry Cotham, Ernest Jones, Kathleen
Mrs. Paul Darnell of Benton
Caldwell, Carlos Erwin. Charlene
governor's secretary.
make it du that.
spent Tuesday with her mother,
The recommendation in regard to
The bill, with is good, bad and Mayfield, Robbie Erwin. Mildred Mrs. L. A. L. Langston.--C A.
the highway commission obviously ie.
-between points, places in the Wrather.
Anderson.
Sophomoree—M a r y
Was made in an effort to satisfy all
hands of the governor an instrupersons concerned--those - desiring ment._ by -which he may be able to Fanny Sue Jones, Dorothy Del
a one man commission and those determine his own political future, Rhodes, Martha Nell Stark, James
advocating a commission composed and the financial fate of the state. Warren Erwin.
James Franklin_ Houston (better
Cot ha m. known as -Uncle Jim") was born
Freshmen:— Preston
of nine men representing each of
Governor Chandler is yotingramthe congressional districts of the bitious and has an almost inex- Ruth Cole, Evelyn Lou Lockhart.
Nevember 21, 1884,_ age 87 years
Eighth grade:--Josephene Craw- 3 months and 211 days: departed
state. The result. if this section haustable source of energy. It is
ford..
of the bill is not changed, will be widely believed that he osincerety
this life February 25, Ian. He
Seventh grade:—Karnell Hutch- professed faith in Christ in early
a ten man commission, nine mem- desires to give Kentucky a good
Wilson.
bers of wllich will be merely ad- and economical administration. If ens, Grace
life and ,married Sara Ann OutThe honor roll for the junior land in 1868 who preced him to the
visors.
the reprganizaticcn bill helps him to
What a commission-advisor will do this, then more power to it and class was not available and will be grave 50 years. He had expressed
announced next week.
.be able to do. .f anything that will to him.
many times during his illness that
be of benefit to the state remains
he would soon be at home with
By its fruits we ?hall know it.
Both the 'Cats and Kittens were her.
again yictorious last Saturday night
To this union were born four
counBell
of
Rev. P W. Crowley.
in defeating teams from Calvert children. Mrs. Crit Futrell (whi,
inty. kept his poultry flock from
City. The scores were, 29-19 and preceded him a .short time aio
jury during zero weather by using 30-13, first and second teams re- Mrs. Fent Howlett, Henry
Houston.
a heating apve in the laying house. spectively_ Friday the boys go to and Mrs. Lee McDougal: 15 grandDistrict
the
in
play
to
Benton
children, 17 great grandchildren
Especially designed
tourney.
aid for nose and
and five brothers. John. Bill, Bob.
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Matt and Fenzie Houston; two sisupper throat, where
ters, Mrs. Rob Outland and lira.
most colds start
•
Charley McNutt and a host of 'relAerie- Sae 304
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atives and friends to mourn his
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We are proud to announce
our selection of

n.

GENERALS,
"America's Quatitx Tires"

Tv

4.

•-see'e

"INCOME TAX ACCOUNTANT"
Refund of March 12, 1936 Sales Tax
(Kentucky)

thein- the best in auto and

FLOOR STOCK - - 1-6-1936 and Refund from April 1-1936 (Adviser)
SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED.

by the Federal Deposit Instanter, Corporation of Washisgess. D.
$5.000.av

WaveMoney
And Smile
OTHING will keep a man or woman in a good
more than having money SAFE in Our Bank.
There is ONE WAY to keep your family happy'.
earn money ... bank it . . . leave it there; make your
balance grow.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business

N humor

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK

TRINVI

0.1
HAVb MONA VI

Murray, Ky.
Make Our Bank YOUR Bards

The effect of a spring top-dressing pf wheat with high nitrogen
materials will be demonstrated by
10 Metcalfe county farmers.

that give the utmost in safety.
Proof Generals.
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Knowing these facts, we sought a line of tires

After thor ough investigation we selected

Its patented low air pressure construction results

in

Blow-Out

exclusive

ad-

vantages not found in other tires. Come in and investigate this combination and judge

her
city
as
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for yourself.

COIT

ARE YOU BUYING A NEW CAR?

in I
erti
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lool

sizes.
Our stock of Blow-Out Proof Generals includes a complete line of 1936
you
giving
and
tires
Ask about our special change-over plan--taking off equipment
_the advantage of riding on Blow-Out Proof Generals right from the start.
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Ask Us About the G. T. A. C.
Finance Plan
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If you have regular employment, you may make a small cash down payment and the balance on convenient weekly or monthly installments.
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General Dual Balloon

We

Exclusive low air pressure features of this tire make
it softer and safer. 40 per rent less air 50 per cent
more non-skid. Blow-Out Proof. I et us put this remarkable tire on your car for greater safety. comfort
and mileage. We can make you a good proposition during this introductory period.

Will Offer
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GENERALS
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THE BEST TIRE
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Competitive
Prices
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General Streamline Jumbo
Requires less than half the air pressure of conventional style balloons. Bigger, softer cushions of air that
float the ear over roughest roads. Come In for a demonstration ride on Jumbos. If woe like we %ill put a
set on your own esr for a trial spin, without obligation
to

you.

General Dual Grip
Here's everything you want and need in a tire, .5
wider, heavier tread; tougher rubber compounded for
longer, slower wear. Big. husky body for brutal service. Lower air pressure through patented design, More
mileage than you have ever known. Our special tradein plan malses it easy to have these tires on your. car
Come in and let us make 3.ou an offer

gveryone admits that GENERALS are the best
tires and most everyone has the idea that GENERAL TIRES sell for more.'That is because,the
public has naturally assumed, that the BETTER
tire made by GENERAL is WORTH more than
other. makes of tires. In many places, GENERAL
TIRES do sell for more than other brands and enjoy a large sale because many people are willing
to pay more for General's su.perior qualitl and
value.
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HOWEVER, it is with genuine pleasure that
we announce that we are .able to offer General
Tires to the motorists of Calloway County.

made known on day of sale.
This sale is made for the
purpose of winding up the
estate of C. L. Morris, deceased.

At-Competitive Prices:

If raining on day it will
he had the following day.

lines of tires which are cheaper made.
with other
:
You simply get MUCH MORE for the SAME
MONEY.

ELWOOD MORRIS
Executor

Come in today and see.the new 193.6 GENERALS and compare their quality and price 4with
any make tire sold by anybody.

ADDRESS—
Lynville, Ky., Rt. 2.

Jackson -Purchase Oil Co.

3 Photos for 10c

Calloway County's Only Horne Owned Oil Company

SATURDAYS & FOURTH MONDAY
IN MARCH

THINK I

people of Murray and vicinity for many years, giving
tire service possible. During our,career in the tire business,

you are traveling 88 feet per second.

An exhibit of motion 'picture
Monday. February 24 found our films on soil erosion and pastures
roads in a bad condition. Our attracted 200 farmers at Cadiz.
faithful Route 3 mail carrier carne
along in a two-horse buggy all the
week and Route 2 came along in
a hack drawn by two mules, so
you may know they were some
bad. Their usual time in an auto
is about 10:00 and 11:30 o'clock
respectively, but in the, buggy and
hack it s about 12:00 and 4:00.
You understand the Route 3 mail
passes twice, one going East and
The undersigned will on
coming back from the South and
then goes West. Route 2 passes the
once, comes from the East and
goes South.
Fourth Monday while the other
men were in town, N. G. Wall
remained at home and dragged the
road. During the past week the
other men on the road have done
likewise, therefore, the road is in
fine shape now, while some of the offer for sale at the home
other roads are almost impassable. place of C.-L. Morris, deMurray, KenMrs. Bob 'White visited her ceased, in
daughter and family, near Con- tucky, to the highest bidder,
cord, the past week.
the following personal prop•
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pool and erty belonging to the estate
son James Edward of near Mur- of C. L MORRIS:
ray visited Mrs. Pool's parents, Mr
and Mrs. Leland Morris of near
All household and kitHazel over the week end.
Miss Roberta Smith of near Mt. chen furniture and utensils.
A small quantity of hay,
Pleasant church in Tennessee, is
visiting in Murray this week.
corn, coal and some garden
Mr. and Mrs 011ie Knight Stub- tools.
biefieid and baby of near Concord.
Office desk and some
Visited Mrs. Stubblefield's parents.
equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob White. near
Terms of sale will be
. Chapel, over the week
Manilla Orr of Hopkinsville visited Mr. and Mrs. Rube Alton and
family Friday night.
I was in Murray Saturday and
looked over the beautiful bed room
suite which the Ledger & Times
is giving away April 11. The person who gets it is surely going to
be a lucky one. Was also in the
Ledger * Times office and saw the
whole tiunch—Scatter-Brairr.
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the result
we have witnessed many improvements in automobiles and highways with
an hour
miles
sixty
At
speed.
cruising
ordinary
that today sixty miles an hour is an

13th day of March
1936
at 1:00 o'clock

and Proposed Refund on Processing
Tax
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We have been serving the
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EXECUTOR'S
SALE NOTICE

Thomas L. McNutt
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T. 0. BAUCUM,As'eneral Manager

East Main Street
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Phone 208
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